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Museums as the product of modernity, the model of museums was essentially shaped 
by the masculine discourse of modern period in the west. Following this line of 
critique. Gaby Porter takes gender into consideration and argues that meanings are 
constructed through a series of hierarchical gender oppositions in museums. By using 
the critical practice developed by Gaby Porter, i.e. gender dualism and object-centered 
approach, this study aims at illustrating how women's history are under-represented 
and The Hong Kong Museum of History is a gender-slriictiired institution. The Tai O 
Cultural Workshop will be studied as an alternative way what women's experiences 
and emotions can be voiced out in order to suggest possibilities for changes. 
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1.1 The importance of museums 
Museums are cultural organizations: they collect, preserve and study historical 
artifacts. At the same time, museums are political and sites of contestation. Through 
displaying objects, museums present a specific way of comprehending the world, 
forming our conceptions of the society and constructing our sources of self. Yet, as 
Hooper-Greenhill notes, ‘museum culture is not merely reflective. It is also 
productive.' 'The so-called authenticity presented by objects is highly selective. With 
this selectivity, museums can open up and close down possibilities. Together with 
other cultural representations in our society, they amplify voices of the dominant 
cultures, and reduce, if not shut down, the “noises' of the subordinates. 
In Hong Kong, the Hong Kong Museum of History (MH) practices itself as a 
leisure and learning place for both local citizens and visitors from the mainland and 
overseas. The missions of the MH, with reference to its website, are to enhance public 
awareness and understanding of the history and culture of Hong Koiig among local 
visitors, with a view to enrich our cultural lives and strengthen social cohesion; and to 
introduce Hong Kong's historical and cultural heritage to visitors from the mainland 
I Online paper: Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, 'The re-birth of the museum' , department of museum studies, 
university of Leicester, 11-12 March, 2001: littp://www.le.ac.iik/miiseiimstiidies/paper I print.htm 
papers delivered to the Nordic Museum Leadership Programme, organized by Museumsheojskolen, the 
Danish Museum Training Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark, June 11"' and 12''', 2001. p. 1-10. 
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China and overseas." 
The MH is one of the popular sites of visit for local residents, particularly 
students, and tourists. According to the official statistics, nearly 5 million people 
visited the museums under Leisure and Cultural Services Department in 2004/2005 
and more than 70% of them were students.3 Moreover, the MH ranks high on the list 
of 'must see’ places introduced in pamphlets printed by the Hong Kong Tourism 
Board for overseas and mainland visitors to understand the history and development 
of Hong Kong. Locally, musiiems' role becomes more important after the 
implementation of liberal studies as a compulsory subject in secondary schools 
curriculums. The MH cooperates with schools, in particular with primary and 
secondary schools, to formulate school curricula, to organize visits, talks and 
conferences, and to provide awards for s tudents / 
Indeed, the generally high credibility of histories presented in museums is a 
world phenomenon. In spite of the great popularity of visual culture like advertising, 
films, television dramas, magazines or comics, the significance and consequence of 
museums remain unsurpassed. The visual cultural forms listed above are generally 
treated as popular culture or a kind of entertainment. No matter how prevalent they 
- ' A b o u t lis,，Hong Kong Museum of History: 
http://ww\v.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/MLiseum/l-listory/en/vision.php 
3 Statistics from Leisure and Cultural Services Department homepage: 
http://\vww.lcsd.gov.lik/en/ppi-_statistic_cs.plip 
4 Interview with Ms.Yau, Curator (education and extension) 30/5/2005 in her office. The Hong Kong 
Museum of History, Tsim Sha Tsui 
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are, they are seldom read seriously in the sense of history. In contrast, museums which 
always placed side by side with educational institutions like schools, are significant 
institutions shaping our identities and the ways we understand critical issues in our 
societies such as gender, ethnicity and social classes. Most people trust histories 
presented in museums because of this authoritative position. Museums are seen as 
trustworthy not only in comparison to popular culture, but also among other 
institutions. According to a survey conducted by the American Association of 
Museum recently, 87% of respondents trust museums whereas 67% and 50% consider 
books and television news trustworthy respectively. 
Furthermore, as Herndon notes, museums are “major participants in 
contemporary efforts to construct culturally shared, historically anchored 
representations of ‘self，and ‘ o t h e r ” , . � T h r o u g h museum representation, gender 
display becomes part of the collective memory of visitors, though the influence is 
rather subtle and gradual. The influence is transformed from one generation to the 
next generation and most visitors have the tendency to consider the history presented 
in museums as objective and reliable. So gender represented in museums is an 
important issue in both gender and museum studies in Hong Kong. 
5 Snadra L. Hemdoii and Douglas S. Treado, 'Heroes and heroines: a comparative look at the national 
women's hall of fame and the national baseball hall of fame and museum, inc.' in Voices in the street: 
explorations in gender, media, and public sphere, edited by Susan .1. Drucker, Gary Gumpert, (Cresskill, 
N.J. : Hampton Press, 1997)，p. 173-184. 
A1 though the MH has the role to decide what Hong Kong history should be 
through a series of selections and its significance to the local and oversees visitors has 
been asserted, there is so far little study on its practice in this role. In general, 
academic researches on Hong Kong museums are rather limited, both qualitatively 
and quantitatively. Since there is no museum studies program to provide an academic 
base for museum studies, discussions of museum-related issues in Hong Kong are 
little in amount. Articles on the topic of museum falls into two categories: one is 
educational -based articles written by curators; another is critical reviews written by 
columnists. The limited articles on museums written by curators are either 
professional or pedagogical based, dealing with issues like the role of museums in 
education and the relationship between museum and historical teaching.^ More 
critical articles on museum practice can be found in newspaper and magazines, but 
again, few in number articles also tend to concentrate on the personal feelings of 
columnists.7 Although some articles posted in letters to the editor section written by 
scholars and senior curators of museums are quite inspiring, in-depth discussion 
(’ Qiu Xiao Kin, Bo Wu Guan—Yi Ren Wei Ben; Ting Xin Pao, Bo Wu Giian Yu Li Shi Jiao Xue.(邱 
小 金 ， 博 物 館 - 以 人 爲 本 ； 丁 新 豹 ， 博 物 館 與 歷 史 教 學 ° )Both are online papers: 
http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/MLiseiim/History/b5/pspecial_5.php 
7 All reviews were columns published on newspaper and magazines instead of academic journals. 
Almost all these reviews were focus on the issues like nationalism and postcolonialism, critique on the 
political neutrality of HKS. Some reviews: Ma Guo Ming, 'Bo Wu Guan Suo Wei He Shi?' and 'Bu 
Yao Mei Hiia Li Shi' , both from Hong Kong Economic Journal, 14/02/2001 及 01/03/2001 •(馬國明， 
‘傅物館所爲何事？’及‘不要美化歷史’，均載信報);0_丫叫‘>^ 011&乂1|2110.丨丨3(：丨2丨1丨〜6丨丫6’， 
Hong Kong Economic Journal,，丨 1/01/2001.(陳雲，‘弄虛作假此之謂也’，載信報);Luo Wei Guang, 
'Li Shi Bo Wu Guan Hiii Bi Li Shi，，Cup Magazine, Feature, 30/08/2001.(羅偉光，‘歷史博物館迴避 
歷史’，戦茶杯週刊’專題)and ‘Er Yi Xiang Gang Gii Shi Si Song Cheng, Hong Kong Economic 
Journal, 30/08/2001. (‘二億元香港故事似宋城’，戦信報). 
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informed by theoretical concern is still seldom found, due to newspaper constraints. 
Furthermore, the discussions all revolve around the narrative of national identity, 
including critiques on the HM's simplification of the Tiananmen Massacre in 1989 
and the riot in 1967 as political selection. 
Museums as texts to study in the fields of visual culture and feminist studies are 
also not found. The paucity of academic research on museum representation 
conducted by local scholars reflects clearly the gap between curatorship and academic 
research. Although visual culture is a hot field in the Hong Kong academia, discussion 
of visual culture is largely limited to popular culture, such as movies, music and 
magazines.8 To those scholars and students who are interested in feminism, museum, 
again, is not important. Hong Kong scholars prefer texts like media and social policies 
to museum.') Exhibition in museum, undoubtedly a kind of visual culture and 
valuable text for feminist analysis, is like a shadow staying in the comer and waiting 
to be lighted up. 
With museums' privileged position in influencing and shaping people 's 
consciousness about women 's history through exhibitions, how history can be 
represented with a feminist approach is a very meaningful area of study within the 
Pun Ngai and Yee Lai-man (Ed.), Narrating Hong Kong culture and identity, (Hong Kong: Oxford, 
2003) and Ng Chun-hung and Cheung Chi Wai (Ed.), Reading Hong Kong popular cultures 1970-2000, 
(Hong Kong: Oxford, 2002). 
Chan Anita Kit-wa and Wong Wai-ling (ed.), Gendering Hong Kong, (Hong Kong: Oxford, 2004). 
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field of cultural studies. However, no studies about the relationship and dynamic 
between gender and museum can be found locally in either gender or museum studies. 
Research using a feminist approach to analyze the relationship between history and 
representation in the context of museum is still a blank page to fill in. 
1.2 What arc museums? 
1.2.1 Museums in Hong Kong 
According to a general definition which is highly indebted to the modernist 
thinking, museums are places to preserve, educate and exhibit objects with permanent 
sites which open to the public and are not run for the purpose of making profi t .…In 
Hong Kong, there are totally 29 museums", all are non-profit in nature, of which 19 
are governmental museums, 15 are under the Leisure and Cultural Services 
Department while the other 4 are under specific government departments'". And the 
i() This definition is most commonly recognized by the majority of museologists, curators and museum 
organizations, like American Association of Museums (AAM), The International Council of Museums 
(ICOM) and Museum Association (UK), but this definition has faced challenges since the late 20"' 
century. For instance, the words 'permanent site' faces the question of the emergence of virtual 
miiseiim in internet; the term ‘object，confronts by the idea of museum without object which can be 
found in west African as sort of resistance against western invasion and preserve their own culture. 
Please refer:Malcolm Mclead, 'Museums without collections: museum philosophy in West Africa ' in 
Museums and /he future of collecting, edited by Simon J.Knell, Aldershot: Asligate, 1999. However, 
under the iioniial circumstance, the validity of this definitation can be preserved. 
丨丨 The Sun Yat Sin Museum under the Leisure and Cultural Services Department is not counted 
because this museum is still under development and is planned to open in 2007. 
For the 15 museums, please refer to LCSD website: http://\v\v\v.lcscj.tzov.hk/en/cs nuis Icsd.php 
(accessed August 28,2006) 
The three museums are Hong Kong CoiTectional Services Museum under Hong Kong Correctional 
Services Department, Police Museum under the Hong Kong Police Force, The Hong Kong Planning 
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remaining 10 museums are privately-owned museums. Two of these, namely, Art 
Museum of the Chinese University of Hong Kong and University Museum and Art 
Gallery are under the managements of The Chinese University of Hong Kong and The 
University of Hong Kong respectively; another two, the Po Leung Kiik Museum and 
the Tung Wah Museum are funded by charity organizations; and the remaining six are 
either private-owned or non-profit institutes funded by public organizations.''^ 
1.2.2 Definitions of Museums 
N4useums are categorized into types in accordance with different definitions, 
such as technology, industry and social history,丨4 also as history, science, art and 
anthropology' ^ Although different types of museums have features in common, each 
type of museum has unique ways of collecting objects, developing exhibitions and 
forming classification systems. So, it is important not to oversimplify the uniqueness 
and Infrastructure Exhibition Gallery under Planning Department and Lions Nature Education Centre 
under Agriculture, Fisheries and Conservation Department. 
These are, according to alphabetic order: Hong Kong Maritime Museum funded by Hong Kong 
International Shipping Community, Museum of Ethnology owned by Kerry Lake Egret Nature Park, 
Museum of Medical Sciences supported by Pathological Institute, Racing Museum sponsored by Hong 
Kong Jockey Club, Tai O Cultural Workshop organized by Wong Wai King and Tao Heung Food of 
Mankind Center supported by Tao Heung Company. 
Some information are from LCSD website: http://w\vw.lcsd.»ov.hk/en/cs imis other.php and yellow 
page: http://hk.vp.vahooxom/cobrand/listinaJitml?c=993&p=lQ497&rH)&d=() (accessed August 
28,2006) 。 
Apart from these museums, some places are also categorized as museums by yellow page or by media 
like magazine E+E, such as. Folk Museum Project by Sin King Chung and friends.. Hong Kong 
Museum of Stone Sculpture and Asia Art,, Madame Tussaud's Touring Exhibition Ltd, Ripley's Believe 
It or Not Odditorium but these are not recorded as museums officially. 
14 Gaby Porter, ‘How are women represented in British history museum' in Museum, vol XLlll , no. 171, 
110.2,(1991): 159-162. 
'^Zhang, Yiileng, Ecomuseums : the rise of a cultural movement, (Taibei Shi : Wu guan yi slui guan li 
you xian gong si, 2004), p. 190 -210 . (張譽騰，‘生態傅物館的理想與現實，生態博物館：一個文化 
述勋的興起’台北市：五觀藝術管理有限公司，2004’頁190-210。） 
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of different types of museums as museums in general. As the focus of this thesis is 
gender representation in history museums, so I will focus particularly on history 
museums. 
However, the boundary line between history and anthropology is rather blurred 
in Hong Kong museums. If the distinction between history and anthropology is clear, 
the Hong Kong Museum of History (MH) is a history museum and focuses mainly on 
history-related objects. The Heritage Museum of Hong Kong (HM) is an 
anthropology museum for exhibitions of anthropology-related topics. Yet, the HM 
posits itself as an integrated museum and the MH also specializes in natural history. “） 
According to my interview with the curator (education and extension) in the MH, the 
position of the MH as a history museum is not that clear-cut. For example, the MH 
specializes not only on historical objects like stamps and coins but also natural history 
and folk culture. Natural history is normally categorized as science history and folk 
culture is mostly exhibited in anthropology museum in the West.丨？ More examples on 
the blurred boundary between history and anthropology can be cited. For example, 
both anthropology department and history department can be found in the MH, and 
both history-related and anthropology-related exhibitions will be held in the MH. 
…Interview with Ms. Judy Ng, Curator, 25/3/2006 in her office. The Heritage Museum of Hong Kong, 
Sha Tin. 
” I n t e r v i e w with Ms.Yau, Curator (education and extension) 30/5/2005 in her office. The Hong Kong 
Museum of History, Tsim Sha Tsui. ‘...錢幣、郵票�natural history 就係我地收藏呀...’ 。 
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Since the three chosen galleries in this thesis including disciplines of history (galleries 
6 and 7) and anthropology (gallery 4), the focus will be placed on history 
supplemented with anthropology concepts. 
Even among history museums, there are different types. Museums of national, 
city and distinct histories are the focus in this thesis. According to Warren Leon and 
Roy Rozenzweig’s grouping, interpreted battlefields, living-history farms, re-created 
communities, historic houses, museums with specialized topics, namely, jails, ships, 
trains and foods and museums of national, city or district histories are all under the 
umbrella of history museums. And all of these history museums have their 
advantages and limitations.卜)So it is important to narrow down the types of history 
museums concerned in this thesis. Actually, only the last two types of history 
museums can be found in Hong Kong. For museums with specialized topics, the 
Hong Kong Correctional Services Museum, the Hong Kong Maritime Museum, the 
Hong Kong Railway Museums and the Tao Heung Food of Mankind Center are 
examples of jails, ships, trains and foods separately. For museums of national, city or 
district histories, since Hong Kong is only a city, so museum of national history is not 
Warren Leon and Roy Rosenzweig, 'Introduction' in History museums in the United States: a 
critical assessment, edited by Warren Leon and Roy Rosenzweig,, (Illinois: University of Illinois Press, 
1989). ^ 
|i) Some examples on the advantages and limitations of different types of museums: historic house and 
interpreted battlefields, with their profound linkage with specific historic persons or events and the 
preserved looks of the appearances and landscapes, visitors are more easily to smell the scent of history 
and have strong feeling to the histories. However, in these historic houses or places, the physically 
space must be fixed and preserved whilst objects and the positions of objects cannot easily be removed 
or replaced by others', so, to certain extent, it limits the flexibility of the choices of exhibition topics. 
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found here. The Tai O Cultural Workshop is a good example of museum of district 
history and the MH is museum of city history. In this essay, I will only focus on the 
category of museums of national, city or district histories. 
1.2 Research Questions: 
This research has three objectives: first, I want to point out museums are 
fundamenlally gendered institutions under the influence of modernism. Second, a 
critical framework introduced by Gaby Porter will be applied to study how the 
process of curatorial practices leads to a gendered history in history museums. 'Hong 
Kong Story\ a permanent exhibition in the Hong Kong Museum of History, will be 
employed as a specific case study to examine the gendered narratives articulated in 
the museum. Third, the Tai O Cultural Workshop will be studied as an alternative way 
where women's experiences and emotions can be voiced out in order to suggest 
possibilities for changing. The limitations of the workshop will also be discussed. 
1.4 Research Texts: 
1.4.1 Background information of the 'Hong Kong Museum of History' 
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The Hong Kong Museum of History was founded in July 1975 and was located 
temporarily in the Kowloon Park. Finally, it was settled in Tsim Sha Tsui, its present 
premises, in 1998. Its mission, as shown in The Hong Kong Museum of His tory ' s 
homepage , is "to preserve and promote Hong Kong's historical and cultural heritage 
through collecting, conserving, processing, studying and displaying cultural objects 
related to the archaeology, history, ethnography and natural history of Hong Kong and 
its hinterland.” 
1.4.2 Background information of the 'The Hong Kong Story' 
Permanent exhibitions are the soul of a museum. The importance of The Hong 
Kong Story to Hong Kong Museum of History is not an exception. Even the present 
premises are specially designed to hold this permanent exhibition. ‘The Hong Kong 
Story' is the permanent exhibition of the Hong Kong Museum of History since 1998. 
Il aims to narrate Hoiig Kong history over 400 million years, from the Devonian to the 
Hong Kong Handover in 1997. The Story comprises 8 galleries, namely. The Natural 
Environment, Prehistoric Hong Kong, The Dynasties: From the Han to the Qing, Folk 
Culture in Hong Kong, The Opium Wars and the Cession of Hong Kong, Birth and 
Early Growth of the City, The Japanese Occupation and Modern Metropolis and the 
Return to China, which together outlines the natural environment, folk culture and 
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historical development of Hong Within the eight galleries, three galleries 
will be chosen for case studies: gallery 4 Folk Culture in Hong Kong aims at 
introducing the customs of four ethnic groups of Hong Kong and South China, the 
four ethnic groups. Boat dwellers, Hoklo, Punti and Hakka respectively, customs and 
traditional wedding costumes and ceremonies are highlighted here; gallery 6 Birth and 
Early Growth of the City, it shows the early life of people in Hong Kong before 1941. 
The developments in Hong Kong's political structure, the law, people's livelihood, 
industry and education are 丨lighlighted here and gallery 8 Modern Metropolis and the 
Return to China traces Hong Kong's postwar development into modem metropolis 
and the socioeconomic aspects like rapid advances in housing, industry are highly 
emphasized here."' 
1.4.3 Background information of the ‘Tai O Workshop' 
The Tai O Workshop (Workshop) is private-owned, non-profit museum found in 
June. 2001 in Tai O. It is mainly funded by Ms Wong Wai King after receiving a 
lump-sum funding by an international fund for the first year. Later, the maintaining 
capital are largely made by donations and tourist guiding service for schools and 
organizations visiting Tai O led by Ms. Wong herself. With the limited space of the 




Workshop, only one permanent exhibition is held inside since 2001. According to Ms. 
Wong, it is the first independent community museum in Hong Kong and aims to 
promote the characteristics and uniqueness of the Tai O community by introducing 
various aspects of Tai O, such as historical, cultural and ecological aspects. Pictures, 
relics and objects are exhibited in the workshop. Most importantly, Ms. Wong is there 
to give her oral explanations to visitors who are interested in the histories presented in 
the Workshop and everything about this community. 
1.5 Methods of study 
To gain a more comprehensive understanding, textual analysis, site visit and 
interviews with curators have been used in this study. 
The textual approach is used to read museums as objects of analysis like a text 
for its narrative structures and s t r a t e g i e s . I t means that museums are studied as 
finished texts in this approach. As Turner argues, the benefit of a textual approach is 
that it moves away from privileging a particular aspect of the museum because 
museums are viewed in concert in order to comprehend the meanings of that."'' My 
- - R h i a n n o n Mason: ‘Cultural theory and museum studies', in A companion to museum studies, edited 
by Sharon Macdonald, (Oxford: Black we 11 Pub: 2006), p. 1-32. 
"•‘ G. Turner, British Cultural Studies: An introduction，(London: Routledge,2003), quoted in Rhiannon 
Mason: 'Cultural theory and museum studies', in A companion to museum studies, edited by Sharon 
Macdonald, (Oxford: Blackvvell Pub: 2006),27. 
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textual approach involves analysis of narratives presented by relationship of different 
galleries, display of objects and narrative strategies, like labeling and spatial 
arrangement in galleries 4, 6 and 8 of the HKS. 
Since exhibitions in museums are visual culture, the meanings of which are 
constructed through displays, site visits are very important in the textual analysis. In 
my research, site visits were made to museums in order to have a better understanding 
of the different exhibitions in museums. I visited all 20 history and 
anthropology-related museums, both government-owned and private-owned, in Hong 
Kong. The uniqueness of the Workshop is found through continuing museum 
visiting .The focus is on the exhibitions in the MH and the Workshop which are 
selected as case studies to be analyzed in this research. Through site visit, exhibitions 
in the MH and the Workshop were examined as finished products, features such as the 
arrangement of objects, use of interpretation skills and decoration of settings were 
observed for textual analysis. 
A textual approach treating museums as finished texts would overlook all 
possible accounts of production for instance, possible physical or financial 
constraints faced by museums. With the aid of interviews, the shortcomings of a 
textual approach to museums can be avoided. So interviews with museum curators 
lbicl.28. 
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from the MH and the Workshop were carried out. As 1 do not have museum-related 
working experience, interviews with curators were useful for me to obtain background 
information to understand the curatorial practices and assumptions embedded in the 
profession. Most importantly, information from interviews can be used to explain in 
what ways the ideology of modernism influenced the ciiratorship and the different 
ways of exhibition between the MH and the Workshop. 
1.6 Chapter outline: 
I will draw on academic works primarily by Anglo-American scholars to give the 
general picture on this topic due to the limitation of local scholarly researches. How 
the tight correlations between the concept of modernism and the modernist museum 
resulted in the formation of a gendered institution in the modern period will be firstly 
examined; second, the conceptualization of theoretical frameworks contributed by 
different museologists will be introduced while the conceptual ideas and actual 
practices of voicing out women's histories pioneered in various museums will be 
discussed in the end of chapter two. 
As the central portion of this thesis, I examine in chapter 3 and 4 how meanings 
are constructed with specific case studies in two museums. 
Chapter 3 narrates the limitations to representation of women in galleries 4, 6 
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and 8 under the approaches of gender dualism and object-centered approach. First, 1 
will demonstrate an interesting phenomenon that the presence and absence of 
women's images in HKS lead to the same dead end - the invisibility of women's 
experiences by revealing the subtle gender dichotomy between galleries. 'Objects 
have intrinsic meanings', this well-known motto upheld by curators can be seen as the 
essence of their professional training in daily practices. My analysis of chosen 
galleries of HKS, shows that, to a greater extent, this object-centered approach 
undermines the representation of women experiences. I show with concrete examples, 
how the concept of emotion material helps to voice out women's histories in the 
context of museums. 
The success and failure of the Tai O Cultural Workshop (Workshop) will be 
discussed in chapter 4. Workshop differs greatly from HKS’ in curatorial practices, 
namely gender dualism and object-centered approach, it offers us insights to think out 
of the box in gender representation in modernist museums. 
Finally, this thesis will end by evaluating the possibilities of transforming 
museums into a better place for the representation of women's histories. 
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Chapter 2 The theoretical and critical framework 
In this chapter, I would like to focus on three aspects: first, as I have mentioned 
in the Introduction, (modernist) museum as a gender structured institution did not 
appear without reasons. The hidden reason for its existence can be unveiled by 
positing museum in the context of modernism. Examining the close connection 
between modernism and modernist museum helps us to understand in what ways 
modernist museums became gendered institutions. 
My second concern is: what theoretical framework is available as the tool for 
analyzing the gender subtext of museums? After discussing different articles by 
various scholars, the feminist framework developed by Gaby Porter is adopted for my 
research. The two critical concepts suggested by Porter, namely, gender dualism and 
object-centered approach, show how the curatorial practice formulates the gender bias 
in history museum. However, Porter does not review how the small histories of 
objects are sacrificed to construct the grand narrative二 the concept of 'emotion -
material’ coined by Jette Sandahl will be introduced to fill this blank. 
If nuiseum is a gender structured institution, does it mean that the 
representation of women is doomed in history museum? Indeed, many museologists 
also notice the shortcomings of museum in exhibiting histories of marginalized 
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groups. Some advocate reforming the museum practices in order to make museum a 
belter place. How the concepts of post-museum and ecomuseum under the trend of 
new muscology are useful for transforming a gendered museum to a museum on the 
history of humankind will be considered in the last part of the chapter. 
2.1 ‘Modernist museums’ as gendered institutions 
The origin of museums can be traced back to at least the classical times, when 
the 'Ptolemaic moiiseion at Alexandria' was the foremost building with the function 
of library for scholars and philosophers to study. Later in Renaissance Europe, 
museums appeared in the form of cabinets of curiosity, where objects were private 
collection for display of wealth and power, study and the accumulation of knowledge 
and personal e n j o y m e n t . � ' � M u s e u m s changed radically in the modern period, and this 
form of museums is still very familiar across the world at the present time."^' 
Modernist values are well preserved in there and these modernist values effort 
museums as gendered institutions. Since the history museums in Hong Kong are also 
strongly influenced by the dominant form of museums, it is necessary to know the 
relationship between modernity and museums and what kind of characteristics of the 
2-�Peter Vergo, ‘Introduction’ in NeM> miiseology, edited by Peter Vergo, (London : 
Reaktion Books, 1989),p.2. 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, Muse inns and the inlerpretadon of visual culture. 
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modernist period is attached to modernist museums. 
Museums or public museiims^^ are the product of modernity, beginning in the 
early 19"�century. The model of museums was essentially shaped by the modern 
period in the west. They are public and state-funded in nature. Renowned theorist in 
museum studies, Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, first used Foiicaiilt's concept of the three 
major epistemes from his book, ‘The order ofthings\ to discuss museums, 'Museums 
and the shaping of knowledge The book explains the close relations between 
modernity and museums, or how the concept of modernity influences the 
development of museums since the Century. Museums adopt the grand 
narrative, such as glorifying progress and rapid urban development, as the main 
narration; history is presented as unified, fixed and complete universal story. These 
characteristics are derived from the masculine values glorified in museums where the 
feminine values are subordinate. 
Museums, as the product of the modern period, definitely retain the social and 
The concept of modern museum can also be understood as public museum. Since one of the major 
features of modern museum is open to public which is different from the private nature of cabinets of 
curiosity, commonly known as the precursor of museums, so some scholars use the term public 
museums. Public museum can be understood as the institutional form of the intellectual concept of 
'modernist museum' by Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the interprefalion of visual culture. 
Hooper-Greenhill uses Foucauldian concepts of epistemes: the Renaissance, the Classical and the 
Modem epistemes onto the changing conceptions of knowledge within museum collecting. The 
principles of curiosity and novelty structured the museum during 16''' Century, ‘cabinets of curiosity', 
collecting practices became more taxonomic lines in the 17"�Century, for the third epistemic, with the 
infliience of modernity, the trend shifts to the formation of disciplinary museum, also known as 
modernist museum in late 18''' Century to 19''' Century. Please refer: Mason, A companion to nmseum 
studies. 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, 'What is museum?' in Museums and the shaping of knowledge, (London : 
Roiitledge, 1992). ‘ � 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, 'The re-birth of the museum', and Museums and the interprefalion of 
visual culture, 17. 
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cultural values of that period. Since modernism is itself a masculine discourse and 
museums are influenced by the hierarchical conception of modernity, women and 
other marginalized groups like the lower class and coloured races, are marginalized or 
even excluded both physically and philosophically. Influenced by this, museums 
adopt the single, rational framework with fixed, unified and ordered hierarchies to 
interpret the world and societies, thus perpetrating masculinism.Lober, by using 
Bourdieu's view that museums have a hidden function of social differentiation, has 
asserted that museums consolidate social and political unequal treatment in society 
through the hierarchical gender representation in exhibitions. ''^  
The first modernist museum was 'the Louvre' in France in 1793, and since then, 
more and more modernist museums had been set up in continent Europe later and a 
national gallery was found in Britain in 1824.3'As Tony Bennett has argued, but also 
the civic address of the Louvre was uneven in terms of gender: women only played an 
auxiliary role, and they were only indirectly included in the civic address even if it 
was open to women.^" It is because the republican brotherhood virtues have been 
indoctrinated through the construction of the civic virtue in terms of masculinity. 
沖 J. Lober, Paradoxes of gender, (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press), in press, quoted in Dafina 
N. Izraeli, 'They have eyes and see not': gender politics in the diaspora museum' in Psychology of 
Women Quarterly, 17( 1993):515-523. 
Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the interpretation of visual culture, 26-7. 
Tony Bennett, ‘Civic seeing: miiseiims and the organization of vision 'in A companion to museum 
studies, edited by Sharon Macdonald,( Oxford: Blackwell Pub, 2006). 
“ I b i d . , p.267. 
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2.1.1 The dominant form of museum in the MH 
The strong influence of the western concept of museum on the MH can be 
grasped by tracing the establishment of the MH when Hong Kong was still a British 
colony. The City Museum and Art Gallery founded in 1962 at the City Hall was the 
precursor of the MH. Later, the City Museum and Art Gallery was split into the Hong 
Kong Museum of History and the Hong Kong Museum of Art in 1975/4 With this 
tradition, the MH is still under the great influence of curatorship along western 
tradition, in particular the British. For example, the practice of low entrance fee for all 
museums in Hong Kong follows the Anglo-French tradition that museum was utilized 
by government as a tool to civilize their citizens.3‘�Moreover, the Social History and 
Industrial Classification (SHIC), a classification system used by most of the British 
museums for more than 30 years for collection standardization, is also adopted by 
both the HM (the Heritage Museum of Hong Kong) and the MH. Furthermore, my 
interview with the curator (education and extension) in the MH shows lucidly that the 
mindset of Hong Kong curators is still influenced primarily by the modernist concept 
of museum. 
Hence, the characteristics of museums mentioned above can also be found in 
34 'About the museum', Hong Kong museum of history: 
http://www.lcsd.gov.hk/CE/Museum/History/en/about_museum.plip 
Mason, A companion to museum studies, 24. 
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the MH. These characteristics show clearly in the HKS: glorification of progress and 
rapid urban development since mid 1 c e n t u r y in terms of male experiences are the 
main themes in the HKS, and all objects in exhibition are treated as different small 
parts to form a unified and complete male-defined history whilst the personal histories 
of objects are left behind. This will be discussed in the following chapter in details. 
2.2 Literature on gender representation in art galleries and history 
museums 
2.2.1 In the context of art galleries 
Though literatures about gender roles in the field of museum is still not in 
vogue in cultural and museum studies when compared with mainstream concerns like 
correlation between museums and national identity, ethnicity and the most popular 
one - colonialism, more and more museologists and curators are interested in the 
relationship between gender and museum, particularly in the past two to three decades. 
Most of the literatures about gender representation focus on art galleries. 36 Indeed, 
they were precursors to the examination of the form of museums from a feminist 
Carol Duncan, 'The Modern Art Museum: It's a Man's World' in Civilizing riliials: inside public art 
nntscums, (London : Routledge, 1995). Duncan and other museologists argue that women are fetishised 
by male artists without agent, women as model or even muse, the goddess, instead of artists with 
subjectivity. And also visitors with heterosexual male gaze are expected in the galleries. 
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perspective and prompted museolegists to examine gender representation in different 
kinds of museums, like anthropology, science and also history museums.-口 More and 
more museologists are inspired to study the gender representation particularly in the 
context of history museums. 
2.2.2 The pragmatic approach 
As noted above, comparatively few literatures have engaged with gender issue 
in the context of history museum. Fortunately, this silence has been broken since 
1980s. More and more scholars are concerned about the relationship and power 
politics between gender and museums. For instance, an increasing number of 
academic papers about gender and museums are found in academic journals; Women, 
Heritage and Museums (WHAM) was set up in 1984；'^ ^ and more conferences 
focusing on gender have been h e l d . Y e t , most of them concentrate on pragmatic and 
practical gender issues of museum as an institution or administrative system, such as 
women ' s employment and participation in museum; and qualities and professional 
skills to attain the position of leadership. Such pragmatic researches can be found in 
Infoniiative articles on gender politics in anthropology and science museums, include: Women in 
industry and lechno/ogy: from prehistory to the present day, edited by Amanda Devinshire and Barbara 
Wood, (London: Museum of London, 1996); and Donna Haraway, 'Teddy bear patriarchy : taxidermy 
ill the Garden of Eden, New York City, 1908-1936’ in Grasping the world: the idea of the museum, 
edited by Donald Pieziosi and Claire Farago, (Burlington, VT: Ashgate Pub, 2004),p.242-259. 
-’,8v. Pirie, 'Women, heritage and museum' in Archaeological Review from CnihritJ^e, 4, p.l 17-8. 
刊 For the Journal: Museum, no. 171, vol XLIII, no.2, (1991). 
For the seminar: Gender perspectives: essays on women in nntseums, edited by .lane R. Glaser and 
Artemis A.Zeneton, (Washington: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994). 
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many count r i es , ) issues like women's employment and prospect and unfriendly 
environment of museum are addressed instead of the theoretical concerns.'^' 
2.2.3 Quantitative approach 
At the same time, a certain amount of literature concerning gender 
representation in history museum takes a quantitative approach that focuses on the 
absence or invisibility of women in exhibitions. It means that exhibitions are 
evaluated chiefly by women's visibility in terms of quantity. Wood pinpoints the 
shortcoming of using quantitative approach to study gender representation in 
museum.42 丁。niake matter worse, with this quantitative approach focusing mainly on 
counting women's images in exhibitions, it falls easily in a cul-de-sac. It indicates 
increasing women's visibility by just adding women's images quantitatively in 
exhibition without changing the definition and understanding of history. Short of 
understanding and changing the gendered structure in museum, history remains 
just a few examples, articles about women's employment in Australia: M. Anderson and A. Reeves, 
'Contested identities: ‘museums and the nation in Australia', in Museums and the making of 'ourselves 
edited by F.E.S. Kaplen, (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1994), p.79-124. in Germany: Titus 
Grab, 'Women's concerns are men's concerns: gender roles in German museum' in Museum, vol.171, 
(1991): 136-9. 
•“ Some examples like: Womens changing roles in museums, Washington: Smithsonian Institution 
Press, 1986. Presenting ihe past: essays on history and the public, edited by Susan Porter Benson, 
Stephen Brier, and Roy Rosenzweig, (Philadelphia : Temple University, 1986). Gender perspectives: 
essays on women in museums, edited by Jane R. Glaser and Artemis A.Zeneton, (Washington: 
Smithsonian Institution Press, 1994), David R. Price, 'Women and museums' in Museum provision and 
professionalism, edited by Gaynor Kavanagh, (London : Routledge, 1994), p.212-226. 
•12 Barbara Wood, 'Wot! no dinosaurs? Interpretation of prehistory and a new gallery at the Museum of 
London' , Women in industry and lechnologyK- cultural research and the nmseiim experience, edited by 
Amanda Devonshire and Barbara Wood, (London: Museum of London/WHAM, 1996) p.53-63. 
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defined by men. 
Museologists like Porter, Melosh and Mayo criticize and question the validity 
of this 'adding-in' approach. In her dissertation ‘How are women represented in 
British history museum' . Porter argues that simply adding women's experiences and 
culture in the existing displays cannot change the hierarchical gender dichotomy 
behind.43 Barbara Melosh and Mayo have similar observations. They suggest that the 
viewpoint remains male even if more women can be found under the ‘adding-in’ 
approach. With this approach, women are just passively added in the male categories 
of history, but the historical categories do not change.^"* So the perspective continues 
to be male. 
2.2 Gaby Porter and other museologists，works 
After noting the limitations of analyzing gender representation by quantitative 
approach, I draw mainly to Porter's works in this thesis. She is one of the few who 
develops a critical practice on museum studies through formulating the feminist 
concern with a solid theoretical base. Also, her work influences many of the younger 
Gaby Porter, The representation of gender in British history museums. Unpublished thesis, 
(Leicester: University of Leicester, 1994). 
Edith Mayo, 'Putting women in their place: methods and sources for including women's history in 
museums and historic sites' in Restoring women's history through historic preservation, edited by Gail 
Lee Dubrow & Jemiifei. B. Goodman, (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003), p.111-128. 
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generation, particularly in Europe, who are interested in this field. 
Through her elaborative research on British museums. Porter argues that the process 
and relations of production of museum are gendered through a range of relationships. 
Masculinity and femininity are placed independently against each other in order to 
produce meanings/'^ Furthermore, the relationships are hierarchical in which women 
and femininity are presented as comparatively passive, shallow, undeveloped while 
men and masculinity are displayed as active, deep and highly d e v e l o p e d，W o m a n is 
ever the muse and never the historical 'subject ' . She is always the angel but never the 
worker. Besides, she is always objectified but we have few objects to interpret her 
own history.47 
Under the influence of her supervisor, Hooper-Greenhill, Porter 's thesis on 
gender and representation in British history museums is deeply indebted to 
poststructuralist and Foucauldian perspectives. Poststructuralist perspective expounds 
that truth is not universal and absolute, and then knowledge itself is also positional. It 
also suggests the plural nature of histories. Porter translates the relation of text, author 
and reader in poststructuralist theories into the relation of exhibition, curator and 
visitor in the context of museum. She reviews how denotation is constructed in 
4-� Gaby Porter, The representation of gender in British history nniseiini.s, p. 1. 
Gaby Porter, 'Seeing through Solidity: a feminist perspective on museums' . Theorizing, museums: 
representing icienUty and diversity in a changing world, edited by Sharon Macdonald and Gordon Fyfe, 
(Cambridge, Mass.: Blackwell, 1996), p. 118-125. 
•*7 Gaby Porter, ‘Gender bias: representation of work in history museum' in Bias in museum. (Museum 
Professionals Group Transactions 22’ 1987)，p. 11-25. 
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museum. Using Foucaiilt's analysis of discourse and psychoanalysis. Porter 
develops a critical framework to analyze how history is represented in museums from 
a position of 'reading as women'. According to Foiicault, discourses enact power 
relations wherein subjects and objects of knowledge are constituted. In the formation 
of discourse, three groups of procedures can be identified, namely, the exterior 
procedures of exclusion, the interior procedures of limitation or rarefaction and the 
procedure of restriction. It helps Porter to demonstrate how these three groups of 
procedures correspond to three distinctive characteristics of museum exhibitions, 
which are gender dualism, object-centered approach and classification respectively. 
Moreover, as Foucaiilt's conception of discourse encompasses physical layout and 
material forms, social practices and individual subjects, the concept of discourse is 
useful in the context of museums. Through examining gender dualism, 
object-centered approach and classification in history museum. Porter shows how 
hierarchical gendered relationships are created, constructed and represented in the 
process of production of history museum. 
2.3.1 Gender dualism 
111 Porter's feminist readings, sexual difference is central to the production of 
Gaby Porter, The represent a! ion offender in British history museums,1-1)0. 
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meanings in exhibitions as in other forms of representation. Traced back to the 
western humanist tradition, subjective identity is constructed as masculine and 
feminine. French Feminists such as Michele le Doueff and Helen Cixous have 
illustrated this point further by using the tool of poststructuralism. Le Doueff argues 
femininity is constructed in an interior, but necessary, relationship to masculinity in 
philosophy; while Cixous demonstrates the underlying paradigm of an endless series 
of hierarchical binary oppositions between male and female opposition with its 
inevitable positive/negative evaluation. She concludes that the signifying 
supremacy is a battle in which the male, active term acquires meaning through 
destroying the female, passive term. ^^  Therefore, the process and relations of 
production are themselves gendered and in hierarchical oppositions^'. 
Based on this feminist insight. Porter proposes that in museum representation, 
femininity is constructed in a subordinate relation to masculinity, as the 'other ' , while 
masculinity posits itself in a rational and dominant pos i t ion�� . It means that history 
represented in museums is implicitly structured by a series of gender oppositions, 
such as subject/object, culture/nature public/private and presence/absence and most 
Michele le Doeuff, 'Women and philosophy' in French feminist thought: a reade' edited by Tori! 
Moi, (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1987), 181-209; Helen Cixous, 'Stories' in New French Feminism, 
edited by Marks E and de Coiirlivran 1, (Brighton: Harvest Press, 1980)p.90-98; quoted in Gaby Porter, 
Studies in gender and representation in British history /?/?/,vez//;7.v,58-60. 
丨bid.,p:59 ‘ 
51 Gaby Porter, The representation offender in British history museums. 
Gaby Porter, 'Partial truth' in Museum languages: objects and texts, edited by Gaynor Kavanagh, 
(New York: Leicester University Press, 1991), p. 103-117. 
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importantly, material/immaterial and progress ive / s ta t i c .��And underlying all of these 
dichotomies is the correlation of male/female and active/passive. In addition, the 
gender oppositions are not only against each other but interdependent in order to 
create meanings, so relationships are in hierarchy rather than equally-treated. Thus, 
women and femininity become more distant and imprecise elements, feminine values 
are in the background and subordinate to the more fully developed men and 
masculinity, standing in the foreground. As a result, in Porter 's words, 
' representations of femininity serve to bolster and confirm the main/male story of 
progress and achievement'.^'* 
Museologists like Mayo and Sorensen share Porter's argument in their articles. 
Mayo states that the dominant group in society constructs history through deliberate 
selection. So, male experiences are posited as norms in history while women ' s 
experiences are treated as 'deviant，or 'less than，.” Sorensen also notes the gender 
issue in the context of museum and archaeology, and argues that the history of men 
had been presented as our history. Past is presented as neutral, both faceless and 
genderless, in archeology. The history of Men becomes human history because 
^^  Gaby Porter, The representation of gender in British history nmseumsw 
Gaby Porter, 'How are women represented in British history museum' in Museum, no. 171,vol XLIIl, 
110.2, (Oxford : Blackwell, 1991), p. 159-162. 
55 Edith Mayo, 'Putting women in their place: methods and sources for including women's history in 
nuiseums and historic sites' in Restoring women's history through historic preservation, edited by Gail 
Lee Dubrow & Jemiifer B. Goodman, (Baltimore : Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003), p.l 11-128. 
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narratives of the past are defined primarily by men on the exhibition?^ 
Furthermore, under the modernist discourse that privileges progress and 
development as the driving force of history ‘static’ ethnic cultures are marginalized 
into a ‘timeless’ setting in the coming of modernist period as the 'beginning of 
history' . Here, the term ‘timelessness’ must not be understood under the concept of 
'pre-history" originally coined by Paul Tournal, meaning ‘the period before written 
h i s t o r y， .力 Rather, ' t imelessness' is in contrast to the valorization of historical 
progress in the modernist discourse The rise of rationality in the modernist period 
opens up a new world of social progress, urban development and the self-recognizing 
of self which is totally different from the relatively ‘static’ past. ‘All that is melts into 
ail.,, a famous phrase from Marx illustrates best the impact of the emergence of 
modernism on our world. “ Under this modernist concept, the long history before 
modernist period is the ‘timelessness，’ ‘static’ background before the beginning of 
progressive history in the modern period. 
With the hierarchical gender dichotomy, women become the symbols of 'static ' 
ethnic cultures against the situation that men created progressive history. Women, as 
well as women ' s achievement; were not only subordinated within the progressive 
Marie Louise Stig Sorensen, 'Archaeology, gender and the museum' in Making early histories in 
museums, edited by Nick Merriman, (London: Leicester University Press, 1999), p. 136-150. 
•�7‘Prehistory’，Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preliistory 
Marshall Berman, AH that is solid melts into air (New York: Verso, 1983). 
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sequence relative to men's achievement; but also explicitly associated with a timeless 
'culture ' or outside history and development, with the old traditions, customs and 
folklores'� '). Thus, women are always associated with the 'timelessness' of industry in 
technology and industry museums/'^ 
In chapter 3, I will examine in what ways ethnic culture and urban development 
of Hong Kong are put into opposite positions in the HKS; how ethnic culture is 
simplified as static and unchanging culture in the past whilst urban culture is praised 
as progressive, ever-changing and energetic culture from the past to present and future. 
I will argue this opposition which is constructed on a gender based opposition by 
illustrating how women are used as the symbols of ethnic culture and urban 
development which are interpreted by male-defined experiences. 
2.3.2 Object-centered approach 
Museums collect things to observe, examine and describe. The present 
materiality of artifacts is privileged over absent, immaterial or unconscious forms 
such as ephemeral, perishable and expended goods or thought, speech, emotion and 
dreams,丨 Since museums still emphasize largely the material culture, the presence 
51) Gaby Porter, p.316. 
( ’" lbid. ,p .68. 
61 Thomas J. Schlereth, 'Material culture studies and social history research' in Journal of social 
history. Spring, Vol. 16 Issue 3 (Carnegie-Mellon University Press: 1983), p.l 11-144. 
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and availability of objects are still the main focus in museums. The definitions of 
material culture are varied but most scholars subscribe that ‘physical objects are 
crucial to what constitutes material culture'/'^ That means museums are perpetually 
constrained by what objects still exist. And it is clear that notably fewer relics survive 
from disadvantaged groups, such as the lower class, the minority and of course, 
women. Not all objects can survive, and women's culture and history are always 
iinderrepresented under the object-centered approach which is commonly taken by 
museums. Whether materials can become museum collections are determined by the 
following factors: obsolescence and rapid technological change, strong sense of pride 
and power to preserve and the nature of permanence and prosperity产' 
‘Pride and Power' means that a strong sense of pride within a group which feels 
its own culture is worthy of preservation and which has the power to influence and 
enter cultural institutions/''^ The under-representation of women's work in industrial 
museums is used by Gaby Porter to illustrate this argument. As curators are mostly 
concerned about showing a simple story with a single meaning to bring the history of 
the Industrial Revolution to visitors; they tend to focus on collecting and displaying 
key items for the core history only. Since women's work in industrial area is mainly 
low paid and at low status their work lies outside the core history, and the tools they 
" I b i d . ’ m - 1 4 4 . 
Gaby Porter, Bias in museum, 11 -25. 
(’4 Ibid.，12-13. 
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used are relatively undifferentiated and labour-intensive rather than capital-intensive, 
museums are much more likely to 'lose' material pertaining to women's work rather 
than men，s/)> 
As Porter also asserts, only objects which 'have survived through abundance, or 
superiority and permanence of materials and construction' are collected 'because 
people had the space and resources to store them and find their ways into museums'/'^' 
In the sense of the nature of permanence and prosperity, objects belonging to women 
are comparatively disadvantaged to be collected by museum. She argues that most of 
women's work, both paid and unpaid, are for immediate consumption. At work, she 
might be responsible for preparing materials to be consumed in the main production 
process; at home, she would prepare food for supper, clean the windows or iron the 
shirt, the intention for most of the housework is to make it invisible. Besides, with the 
practice of recycling foodstuffs, and garments in their leisure time, their work are 
constantly self-effacing.(’？ Thus, women-related objects or objects that could be 
employed to reflect women's history is mostly lost or vanished through time. 
According to Porter's findings, men are in a dominant position in all three areas and 






parallel observation: Only those objects with great significance or the nature of which 
is strong enough to be preserved would have the possibility to become museum 
collections, so objects privilege men over women due to the intrinsically perishable 
nature of women's products,') Therefore, comparatively less material objects can be 
used to indicate women-related history under the predominately object-centered 
approach applied in museums. 
As observed by Porter, since curatorship is strongly influenced by empiricism 
in their daily practice, most curators are anti-theoretical approach.7() As noted in the 
introduction, most curators believe that objects carry intrinsic, essential and universal 
truth-material facts. The established curatorial approach is thus centered on the object 
in order to infer a more general statement. It means objects are taken from their 
original context and placed within the museum, in new arrangements and narratives. 
Hence, objects are divorced from their original context of provenance or use, and 
relocated or redisplayed in a different context of meaning. And this reconstruction is 
regarded as having a superior authority than before. Under this practice, general, 
instead of particular, history is emphasized. As Porter argues, it engenders a profound 
consequence: the less advantaged groups, for example, women, minorities, 
6‘）丨bid. 
7" Gaby Porter, Theorizing museums: representing identity and diversity in a changing world, 118-125. 
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homosexuals, are underrepresented or even excluded by the history museums.^' 
While Porter focuses chiefly on the hierarchical representation of objects in 
museums and the reasons why women's objects are by nature sacrificed under the 
object-centered approach carried out in museums, she does not question the definition 
of objects. For her, the significance of objects is denied from its socio-historical 
meanings for museums and visitors, rather than the personal histories behind objects. 
Porter does not evaluate the importance of provenance and personal history behind 
objects. This blank can be filled in by the concept of 'emotion material' proposed by 
Jette Sandahl and Gaynor Kavanagh. 
2.3.2.1 The concept of 'emotion material' 
Danish miiseologist Jette Sandahl uses the feminist approach to redefine the 
nature of objects as materialized emotions. Sandahl, the founder of Women's Museum 
of Denmark, has found oral history to be the best way for museum to trace women's 
traditions because women traditions are orally transmitted.^^ Owing to her position as 
the director of a woman' museum, Sandahl states that emphasizing the social and 
emotional context of a given object to woman's life is the characteristic of women's 
71 Gaby Porter, 'Putting your house in order: representations of women and domestic life’ in The 
Museum lime-macliine: putting cultures on display, edited by Robert Liimley, (New York: Routledge, 
1988), p. 102-127 ‘ 
” Jette Sandahl, 'Voicing the unspoken in Denmark' in Museum, no. 171, vol XLIII, no.2 
(1991):I72-175. 
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museum. The provenance of an object is much more important than its general 
category. The center of interpretation should be on private and everyday life, where 
women are treated as active agents rather than solely victims in patriarchal society. 
In her poetic article in a journal called 'Nordic Museologi', Sandahl has written 
explicitly that objects carry people's emotions and histories: ‘The objects are 
materialized emotions and emotional m a t e r i a l . T h e work of a museum is to bring it 
out, vivify it to visitors. She argues that by paying attention to the provenance of 
objects rather than just putting them as category in classification non-humanly, the 
social, economic and also emotional context of woman's life can be pictured through 
objects. 
Gaynor Kavanagh, a well-known museum theorist, shares the same criticism of 
how collections are handled in museums. She argues that history museums tend to 
prefer general history to individual histories of objects by recording only some basic 
information like name, type and date of objects instead of the memories, feelings and 
emotions behind objects. 74 In Kavaiiagh's eyes, museums should be a place to 
collect and present both collective and individual memories instead of holding a vast 
amount of things with no histories behind. What touches the visitors most is not the 
hard information on the panel about the size, material and the use of objects, but 
73 jette Sandahl, 'Proper objects among other things' in Nordisk Miiseologi, no.2 (1995):97-106. 
74 Gaynor Kavanagh, 'Looking for ourselves, inside and outside museum' in Gender 
& History. vol6. no.3 november (1994):370-375. 
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rather, something we recognize and can engage our memories or feelings. 
In terms of preferring general history to individual histories of objects, curators 
of the MH are no exception. I will examine how objects in the HKS are exhibited 
together to form grand pictures of Hong Kong history whilst the personal histories 
behind are hidden from visitors in the following chapter. In contrast, objects are 
treated very differently in the Workshop. In chapter 4, I illustrate how the personal 
histories and emotions are voiced out in the Workshop and in what ways this can 
contribute to representing women's voices in exhibition. 
2.3.2.2 Methods to regenerate the representation of women in history museum 
Does it mean, then, that women are doomed to be iiiiderrepresented in museums 
because of the omission of women's objects among the collections? Museologists 
concerned about women representation give different suggestions in order to represent 
women in exhibitions. 
Carneige insists that 'gender roles in relationship to the objects need to be made 
expl ic i t . ,7‘�Even in cases where women are restricted to certain events or occasions 
because of religious or traditional reasons, highlighting women's exclusion is a kind 
of inclusion. For instance, although women do not carry Torah in Jewish faith 
75 Carnegie, Making histories in musetiim\54-65. 
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traditionally, the St Mungo Museum of Religious Life and Art in Glasgow presents 
women's experiences by highlighting reason and work of women behind the apparent 
exclusion in text p a n e l A n o t h e r museologist. Mayo, admits that curators commonly 
found only limited artifacts pertaining to women. But with the help of simple 
techniques, women's images and positions in history can be reinterpreted by using the 
common artifacts in women's context. 
Some scholars deem that exhibitions are not necessarily bound as -
object-centered exhibitions because intangible information can be collected by oral 
history and a variety of alternative media can be used and have been used widely by 
museums to address the topic, such as photos, videos, reconstructions, simulacra and 
the use of oral history.^^ With the help of these techniques, evocative settings can 
convey ideas that could not be illustrated with actual objects 
In chapter 3, I will use the invisibility of women's participation in traditional 
ceremonies practiced in ancestral hall in the HKS as an example to illustrate some 
simple techniques can be applied in museums to highlight the invisibility of women in 
traditional ceremonies, as a kind of representation. Both gallery 4 of the HKS and the 
如 Ibid. It is because of the clash between the domestic role of women and the task of praying, women 
cannot carry the Torah but they do attend as worshippers. 
” Mark Liddiard, 'Making histories of sexuality', Making histories in nniseiims, (New York: Leicester 
University Press, 1996), p.163-175. 
Carnegie, Making histories in mnseums,56-57. 
Edith Mayo, 'Putting women in their place-methods and sources for including women's history in 
museums and historic sites' in Restoring women's history through historic preservation, edited by Gail 
Lee Diibrow and Jennifer B. Goodman, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2003),p.l 11-128. 
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Workshop have shown the handicrafts done by women, yet, this common artifacts are 
interpreted differently between them. In chapter 4, I use oral history practiced by Ms. 
Wong when collecting objects and the way of exhibiting handicrafts made by Tai O 
women in the Workshop to demonstrate how women's images and positions in history 
can be reinterpreted. Though differences in nature, the ways of exhibiting objects in 
the Workshop can also be applied in HKS to represent women's histories, I will 
illustrate in chapter 4 that techniques that are useful to present intangible material 
have been employed in some museums in Hong Kong for other purposes. 
2.3.3 Classification system 
In Porter's analysis, classification system is crucial to incorporate the curatorial 
practice in museum which engenders the stereotyping to the home, and even the 
invisibility of women in museum. In representing the continuity and development of 
material culture, the classification method also creates gender bias and limits the 
representation of women just in the domestic sphere. Most classifications consolidate 
the concept ‘men-public and work vs. women-private and home' by splitting domestic 
and working life into two mutually exclusive categories . And the existing 
classification system in British - the Social History and Industrial Classification 
7‘）Carnegie, Making histories in museum, 56-57. and 
Porter, Bias in museum, 11-25. 
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(SHIC) - is used as an example to show the structured gender bias. 
Since the museum development is greatly influenced by Britain, almost all the 
history museums in Hong Kong use the SHIC as their classification systems. However, 
the curators in the MH are not willing to provide more information about how they 
work with this classification system, so I cannot go further to examine how the 
classification system may contribute to the structured gender bias in the MH. 
2.3 New museoiogy movement 
The new form of museoiogy was first asserted in the Santiago conference 
organized by the ICOM in 1972 and it led to the emergence of new wave of museum 
movement. Because of the varied backgrounds of different countries, the form of new 
museoiogy is interpreted differently under the umbrella of 'integrated museum.' For 
instance, post-museum was developed mainly in Britain and English-speaking 
countries like the United States; whereas the concept of community-based museoiogy 
were particularly welcomed by museologists in France and French speaking countries, 
such as Canada. 
2.4.1 Post-museum 
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In the past two to three decades, more and more voices have challenged the 
grand authoritative narratives of modernism from different directions outside the 
museum, from post-colonial people demanding repatriation, indigenous groups asking 
to re-value their own cultures, to feminists calling for their position in history 
museums and art galleries etc.8() To some of the museologists and curators, it is time 
to respond to demands from those formerly silent voices, and it is also chance to 
change. Post-museum emerged under this critical occasion of transformation. 
The concept of ‘post-museum’ can be understood under a bigger framework of 
'New muscology' originated in Britain in the 1980s.8i According to the definition by 
Peter Vergo, new museology is 'a state of widespread dissatisfaction with the 'o ld ' 
muscology, both within and outside the museum profession.. .what is wrong with the 
'o ld ' museology is that it is too much about museum method, and too little about the 
Eilean Hooper-Greenhill, T h e Re-birth of the museum'. 
'^'Zliaim Yuteng, Observation on the trends of nuiseums, (Taibei Shi : Wu iiuan yi sliii mian li you xian 
gong si, 2003), p. 170-6.(張譽騰，‘從博物館的溝通風格談現代與後現代博物館’ 二博物館大勢觀 
蔡•’（台北市：五觀藝術管理有限公司’ 2003) ’頁 n o - 6 �） 
Some scholars divided academic discipline of museum into two streams, namely, museum studies and 
museology. The former develops mainly in Anglo-American areas while the latter flourishes among 
scholars in European continental, especially the eastern part of Europe. According to Zhang Wanzhen, 
written in her book, Sur la museology, the aims between these two museum streams are different. 
Museum studies concern primary practical-based, providing professional skills as pre-profession 
training for curators; museology is more theoretical-based, suitable to study in universities and 
graduate schools as an academic principle However, I personally quite disagree with Zhang's 
contention. And the appearance of New museology is a very good example to illustrate that museum is 
also an academic discipline in museum studies instead of purely pre-profession training. Scholars of 
museum studies also have solid academic base to contribute museum studies as academic discipline. 
For example, by using Foucault's analysis of discourse together with psychoanalysis and French 
Feminism, British museum theorist. Gaby Porter, developed a critical framework to analyze how 
history is represented in museums from a feminist perspective. 
The difference between museum studies and museology, please refer: Zhang Wanzhen, in Sw la 
niuseolo^W (Taibei Shi : Dian cang yi shu jia ting gu fen you xian gong si, 2005), p.47-53, 144-151. 
More debate on new museology, please refer: Rhiannon Mason: 'Cultural theory and museum studies', 
in A companion to museum studies, edited by Sharon Macdonald, (Oxford: Blackwell Pub, 2006), 
p. I-32. 
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purpose of museums.，82 New museology can be understood as the self-reflection and 
self-critique of museologists and curators in face of postmodern society since the mid 
20"' century. The emergence of post-museum was under this wave of new museology 
and Britain is the birthplace of the thought of post-museum. 
Post-museum aims to break the single, one-way grand narrative in modernist 
museums and values both tangible and intangible materials equally; Ecomuseum has 
the mission to exhibit local culture as living community by weighting the importance 
tangible and intangible materials equally in exhibitions. Since representation of 
women histories can be largely benefited by the above concepts, museologists suggest 
'Pos t -museum' and ‘ecomuseum’ as two possible ways to change the limitations in 
modernist museums. 
2.4.1.1 The characteristics of post-museum 
When we talk about post-museum, Eilean Hooper-Greenhill must be mentioned. 
Museum theorist, Hooper-Greenhill, is a celebrated person who pioneered in the 
research and development of post-museum and even coined the word post-museum. 
Peter Vergo, ‘Introduction，in NCM' imiseo/ogy�edited by Peter Vergo, (London : Reaktion Books, 
1989). � 
The definition of New Museology by Peter Vergo is one of the most commonly accepted definition of 
New Museology in the field of museum studies: New Museology is 'the study of museums, their 
history and underlying philosophy, the various ways in which they have, in the course of time, been 
established and developed, their avowed or unspoken aims and policies, their educative or political or 
social role.， 
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1 looper-Greenhill divided museums into two models, modernist museum and 
post-museum, with the former being as the ancestor of the latter. 
What are the differences between modernist and post-museum? Hooper-Greenhill 
advocates in her paper for “an institution that has completely reinvented itself, that is 
no longer a 'museum' but something new, yet related to the 'museum'".^ ' She further 
elaborates that post-museum is no longer static, passive and representing patriarchal 
grand narrative as the modernist museum was. Instead, polysemic meanings, 
feminization of museum values, sharing, collaboration and openness are some of the 
S4 
main elements of post-museum.' 
Under the influence of object-based principle, museums put tangible material 
objects in the center of representation that object have the highest priority of the 
museum. In contrast, post-museum has equal interests in intangible heritage, such as 
memories, songs and cultural tradition e t c , � C u l t u r a l or disadvantaged groups whose 
tangible objects are mostly demolished or obliterated can benefit under the 
post-museum approach because their traditions or experiences can be voiced out by 
intangible heritage.'"^^' 
^^ EH can Hooper-Greenhill, Museums and the interpretation of visual culture, (London : Routledge, 
2000), quoted in Marstine, New museum theory and practice — an introduction, 19. 
Hooper-Greenhill, 'The Re-birth of the museum'. 
More can be found in Hooper-Greenhill,, Fragments of the world- uses ofmtiseiim collection. 
Ibid. 
沾 Actually, post-museum also talks much about the communication and learning theory, such as 
changing nature and re-negotiation of the relationship between museums and audience are also core 
characteristics of post-museum. It's about the change of pedagogic approach from the formal 
didacticism: the linear, one-way, expert -to-novice model in modernist museum to interpersonal, 
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2.4.1.2 How does post-museum relate to gender? 
I believe the concept of post-museum is related to gender representation in 
museum in two levels. In the theoretical level, since patriarchal grand narrative is no 
longer the center of representation in post-museum, women histories as minority 
histories can be more easily written and represented in the context of post-museum. 
Secondly, in the material level, according to Porter's finding, less tangible objects are 
kept by disadvantaged groups and women's objects are either not fully represented or 
unpreserved in museums . Hence, with intangible objects given equal concerns in 
post-museum, the collection of oral histories is a useful tool to gather memories, 
songs and cultural tradition in which women histories can be represented. 
The Workshop shares the core values and characteristics of post-museum, so I 
use this as a case study to contrast with the modernist MH. In chapter 4 and 5, I 
examine in what ways the emphasis of oral history and the role of guide in the 
Workshop can compensate the shortcomings in the MH and how women histories and 
experiences can benefit from this. 
interactive model in post-museum. However, didacticism or pedagogism is not the focus of this thesis. 
Pease refer the following for details: both by Eilean Hooper-Greenhill，The educational role of the 
museum. ^London : Routledge, 1999).and Museiinis and their visitors, (London: Routledge, 1994). 
She stated three factors to determine the maintaining of objects: obsolescence and rapid 
technological change, strong sense of pride and power to preserve and the nature of permanence and 
prosperity. Porter, Bias in museum, 11-25. 
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2.4.2 Ecomuseum 
The word 'ecomuseum' was devised by museologist Hugues de Varine for the 
use of the French Minister for the Environment, Robert Poujade.似 The term 
‘ecomuseum，was first used at an international meeting in Dijon in 1971. Since its 
emergence three decades ago, ecomuseum has metamorphosed into a number of 
separated types in different countries. However, the key features are more or less the 
same in different countries. As Davis has noted, the key features of ecomuseum are 
community, territory and fragmentation.^'^ 
One of the three defining characters of ecomuseums is community. Community 
means community participation and local people involvement. For most of the 
ecomuseums are not supported by either central or local government; ecomuseums are 
financed through local resources. Ecomuseum has the mission to exhibit the daily 
lives of the community. In order to focus on the daily life of community, ecomuseum 
does not take the object-centered approach like most of the history museums. In 
ecomuseum, people are the main concern whilst objects are treated as things that can 
be used to help tell the story, with thematic significance. An object is collected 
depending on whether the object has community value or can help to construct the 
identity pattern. 
Peter Davis, Ecomuseums : a sense of place, (London: Leicester University Press, 1999),58. 
' ' I b i d , 2 3 3 . 
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The second major element of ecomuseum is fragmentation. Fragmentation 
means spatial fragmentation. Museum is not limited to the building called ‘museum,, 
bill it is everything within the region it refers to as its 'territory'/^" It includes both 
tangible things, like objects and intangible things, such as local skills, behavior 
pattern, natural landscapes and local people within community. Most of the 
ecomiiseums would make use of the community as part of the museum and different 
identification markers are made in the community for visitors to experience the 
different facets of community. Last but not least, the third key feature of ecomuseum 
is territory which means in-situ conservation and interpretation. To most curators in 
ecomuseums, objects only become meaningful when they are located in-situ, in the 
historical place. So it is important to locate ecomuseum in-situ and preserve this 
historical place carefully. 
As shown in chapter 4, the concept of ecomuseum is useful for understanding 
Ms. Wong intention to exhibit Tai O culture as a unique and lively community in the 
Workshop, her role as a tourist guide to lead visitors beyond the Workshop's boundary 
to visit Tai O landscape, and her insistence of presenting Tai O objects in Tai O. 
‘)"Ibid,68. 
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Chapter 3 Gender dualism and object-centered approach in 
exhibition 
Drawing on the theoretical framework and critical contributions made by 
different scholars discussed in the previous chapter, this chapter analyzes 2 issues: 
first, how masculinity and femininity are constructed in, and become the structure of 
the exhibitions; and second, how the object-centered approach practiced by curators 
of the MH undermine the representation of women experiences. Galleries 4, 6 and 8 
of the Hong Kong Story (HKS) in the Hong Kong Museum of History will be 
analyzed in this chapter. 
3.1 General description of Hong Kong Story (HKS) 
The official aim of the HKS is to narrate Hong Kong history over 400 million 
years, from the Devonian to the Hong Kong Handover in 1997.'^' As noted in Chapter 
1, HKS comprises 8 galleries, namely, (1) The Natural Environment, (2) Prehistoric 
Hong Kong, (3) The Dynasties: From the Han to the Qing, (4) Folk Culture in Hong 
Kong, (5) The Opium Wars and the Cession of Hong Kong, (6) Birth and Early 
Hong Kong Museum of History. 
liUp://www.lcsd.go v.hk/CE/Museuiii/History/eii/ex—galleries.php 
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Growth of the City, (7) The Japanese Occupation and (8) Modem Metropolis and the 
Return to China, which together outline the natural environment, folk culture and 
economic, social and historical development of Hong Kong.(” 
Among these, gallery 4 Folk Culture in Hong Kong, gallery 6 Birth and Early 
Growth of the City and gallery 8 Modern Metropolis and the Return to China will be 
studied in-depth in this chapter. It is because the three galleries are not only 
highlighted by curators, but also gained most publicity and attracted the greatest 
number of reviews from scholars, columnists and visi tors/)�Geographically, the 
galleries are the biggest three galleries, occupying most of the exhibition space 
compared to other galleries. Most of the exhibits are selected in audio guide for 
further illustrations are situated in these three galleries. And most important of all, the 
issues covered by these three galleries are largely related to our daily lives, so it also 
explains why visitors are most interested in these three galleries and spend longer 
time there when visiting the HKS. 1 would like to introduce the three galleries briefly 
before the textual analysis. 
3.2 Displays in lower and upper floors 
丨bi丄 
93 All reviews were columns published in newspaper and magazines instead of academic journals. 
Almost all of these reviews were focused on issues like nationalism and poslcoloiiialism, critique on 
the political neutrality of HKS. Please refer to footnote 7, chapter 1. 
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3.2.1 Lower floor: Folk Culture in Hong Kong 
Gallery 4 is located on the lower floor of the HKS. It is the last gallery of 
so-called ' t imeless culture' of Hong Kong. The previous three galleries are about 
natural environment, archaeology findings; and Hong Kong in different Chinese 
dynasties. Gallery 4 ‘Folk Culture in Hong Kong' aims at introducing the rituals, 
costumes and daily lives of four ethnic groups of Hong Kong and South China. Boat 
dwellers, Hoklo, Punti and Hakka are selected and introduced in this gallery. 
Similar observation can be made when we examine the presentation of the 
ethnic groups one by one. According to the designed route, ethnic group 'Boat 
dwellers ' is the first area to be visited. The Boat dwellers section introduces daily 
activities on boat，the fishing industry, beliefs and religious practices and the making 
of salted fish. Since living on the boat is a unique feature of boat dwellers, a life-size 
replica of a fishing junk posited in the centre of this section. Visitors can examine 
closely the Boat Dwellers' living conditions, and learn about their costumes and 
beliefs. On the boat, a woman effigy sewing up a quilt is displayed to show the living 
environment of the boat dwellers. 
The Hoklo section emphasizes two issues: the Dragon-boat dance and salt 
making. Two settings have been made to illustrate Dragon-boat dance and salt-making. 
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In tradition, the Dragon-boat dance is performed by women at the wedding ceremony. 
Two women effigies performing dragon-boat dance on the stage are posited in the 
central front part, which is the most attractive point in this section. Colorful clothing 
lor kids and women are only displayed next to the Dragon-boat setting in details while 
the reconstruction of a salt field to illustrate salt-making process are exhibited at the 
back, just as the background of this section.')"* 
The third section is about Punti, three traditional buildings are constructed in 
the centre of the gallery to show two worship traditions and rituals among the Punti 
group: the Lantern Lighting Ceremony and local marriage costiimes/^^One of the 
traditional buildings is mocked as an ancestral hall, and the birth celebration of boy 
babies at the Lantern Lighting Ceremony on the 15th day of the first lunar month is 
the main theme illustrated therein. Text panels describe in details the functions of 
ancestral hall and the tradition 'Lighting Lanterns' ceremony. 
Rice farming and domestic life of Hakka are two major themes in this section. 
A Hakka peasant family's dwelling is set up in front of the reconstruction of rice 
farming field. The sparseness of the furnishings reflects the Hakka people's frugal life 
style. The hardworking Hakka women are strongly emphasized as the unique 
‘)‘* Pictures 01 and 02: Dragon-boat dance' and 'colourful clothing'. 
Lighting Lanterns ceremony is held on clan-based villages. When a new male baby is born, the clan 
leader lights up a lantern in the ancestral hall in the day of full moon and shares out fried pork. It means 
that this male baby becomes a member of this clan and has such entitlement as the right to inheritance 
like other clan males. 
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characteristic of Hakka culture. After the exhibitions of four ethnic groups, major 
festive activities of the Taiping Qingjiao ceremony held annually in Cheung Chau are 
reconstructed in this gallery, including the Bun Mountains, the Cantonese Opera 
theatre, the parade and the lion dance. 
3.2.2 Upper floor: Birth and Early Growth of the City and Modern 
Metropolis and the Return to China 
The arrangement of galleries 6 and 8 on the upper floor of the HKS suggests 
thai the m i d - 1 c e n t u r y was the beginning of Hong Kong history: how Hong Kong 
transforms from an unknown fishing port in south-eastern part of China into a famous 
modern city in Asia. To be more precise, the history of Hong Kong as represented 
here starts after it became a British colony. 
Gallery 6 shows the early life of people in Hong Kong before 1941. The 
developments in Hong Kong's political structure, the law, trading, industry. Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen's revolutionary activities and people's livelihood are highlighted here. On 
entering gallery 6, you will see a three-storey European style building. And almost all 
different sections are exhibited in this building. For instance, topics like industries. Dr. 
Sun Yat-sen's revolutionary activities’ police, canton teahouse, and politics are all 
located on the second floor of this building while bank, post office, trading activities 
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and club house for non-Chinese people are placed on the ground floor，And through 
the building, an old street flanked with different shops, such as pawnshop, grocery 
shop, tailor's shop and herbal shop. All of these are in the center attractions of this 
gallery/” 
Among them, reconstruction of canton tea house and a clubhouse setting are 
used to describe the daily life of Chinese and non-Chinese people. The clubhouse 
setting first introduces the combination of non-Chinese population in Hong Kong and 
then puts the focus on the entertainment for non-Chinese population. The text 
spotlights the Hong Kong Club and describes activities like golf, hockey, rugby and 
horseracing provided by the Hong Kong Club and other clubs too. The text also 
mentions the exclusiveness of those upper-class European clubs - both women and 
non-European were not welcomed by the club/^^ 
Since the building is huge in size and at the centre of gallery 6, the themes 
exhibited in the building are highlighted and well presented and organized because 
they are tightly connected to each other, lii contrast, the themes exhibited outside the 
building are in supplementary position. Indeed, only few topics are displayed outside 
the central building, and all domestic and women-related topics are exhibited here: 
‘)(> Picture 03: 'building' . 
')7 Pictures 04 and 05: ‘main street' and ‘main street 2 ' . 
”K Pictures 06 to 08: 'non-Chinese entertainment 1', 'non-Chinese entertainment2' and 'entertainment 
for non-Chinese population' 
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one is the text panel entitled 'social problem about mui tsai (妹仔 means the girl slave) 
and prostitution, and the other one is Chinese elite house. 
The main theme of gallery 8 is to trace Hong Kong's postwar development into 
modern metropolis with emphasis on socio-economic aspects like rapid advances in 
industry and daily lives. The first part portrays the impressive economic developments 
owing to advances in industrialization, finance and tourism, and social development, 
specifically the rise of popular culture and housing policy. To name a few, 
reconstructions of part of the textile industry. Hong Kong trade fair and a cinema can 
be found in this area. Issues related to the handover in 1997, including Sino-British 
negotiations, the signing of the Joint Declaration and the Handover Ceremony are the 
main themes of the second part of this gallery. All settings are about work or leisure in 
public area, while domestic area is almost not shown in this gallery. Only a 
reconstruction of a resettlement house is employed to illustrate changes in housing 
policy in 1950s. 
3.3 Gender dualism in Exhibition 
A hierarchical structure based on gender dichotomies can be uncovered in the 
HKS by scrutinizing the flow of galleries 1 to 8. The galleries of the HKS are 
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armnged by the chronological order of Hong Kong history. And there is special 
meaning for the 8 galleries to be located on two different floors. According to the 
placing arrangement. Galleries 1 to 4 are set up on the same floor and these 4 galleries 
are categorized as the 'timeless setting' of Hong Kong, the long period of timelessness, 
from natural environment without civilization to the stone age, followed by the 
Chinese dynasties and finally the folk cultures in Hong Kong. In contrast, galleries 5 
to 8 are located on the second floor and together demonstrate how the history of Hong 
Kong started since ‘The Opium Wars and the Cession of Hong Kong' , the title of 
Gallery 5, and finally became a famous modern city of Asia. Through the spatial 
arrangement, folk culture is grouped under timeless setting with galleries 1 to 3 whilst 
galleries 5 to 8 represent the rapid development of Hong Kong. 
I would like to clarify that my focus is on 'Representation' of history but not 
history itself. Hence, the timelessness of folk culture discussed here means the 
representation of folk culture in HKS as timelessness but not the nature of folk culture 
as lime-unspecific culture. One should not mix the two concepts up. There is no doubt 
that ‘cultures change over time omitted in the exhibition in gallery 4, especially under 
the influence of modernism, changes in folk cultures in HK are compared to the 
representation of rapid development of Hong Kong since 1 c e n t u r y in the galleries 
upstairs. 
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Placed as timeless setting of Hong Kong, folk culture is presented as static in 
nature. And this notion is most apparent in the representation of gallery 4 on lower 
lloor showing a static, time-unspecific culture, which is markedly different f rom 
advance-oriented galleries on the upper floor. The 'timeless folk culture' in gallery 4 
served as the background for the progressive development of Hong Kong exhibited 
from gallery 5 to 8 on the stage. 
Progress and development are heavily emphasized as the main theme of the 
exhibition, as evidenced by, for example, the preface: \ . . i n less than two centuries 
Hong Kong has metamorphosed from a few insignificant fishing villages and farming 
hamlets to an international metropolis '; and the Epilogue: ‘Given the combination of 
this environment and personal motivations, these settlers gave their all to make Hong 
Kong the international metropolis that it is today，.()(） 
However, in gallery 4, the tone presented here is quite different from the 
galleries above. Time is rather static and unspecific in gallery 4, without any sense of 
historical progress or changes. According to Ms.Yau, the museum's curator (education 
and extension): 
Because it is very difficult to present the ethnic groups in chronological order, 
prefer to use a more symmetrical method to arrange them. The culture has been 
preserved till today, and we find it difficult to present them in chronological 
”‘）'Preface' and 'Epilogue' , the Hong Kong Museum of History. 
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order. Moreover, the ethnic groups belong to ethnography so we put them in 
Gallery Four, the folk culture one.丨卯 
Ms.Yaifs comment suggests that folk culture is not compatible with the 
historical development of Hong Kong, so it cannot be presented in a chronological 
order as used for the Hong Kong history. As the time of folk culture is unspecific, it 
becomes marginalized in the progressive How of the HKS, restricted in area and 
perspective. One cannot see any correlations between ethnic culture and modern Hong 
Kong from the exhibitions. Issues to investigate the connections between ethnic 
groups and modern Hong Kong like 'in what ways the development of modem city 
influences traditional practices in ethnic groups?' or 'have some of the traditional 
practices which have been modified under governmental policies and city 
development? ' are excluded from the whole gallery. 
A hierarchical dichotomy is formed between the static folk culture on lower 
floor and the progressive urban development in galleries on upper floor. It is 
hierarchical because progress and development are presented as 'history' and 
elements to success while folk culture is illustrated as timeless setting, backward and 
outdated to Hong Kong of nowadays. 
…"Interview with Ms.Yau, Curator (education and extension) 30/5/2005 in her office. The Hong Kong 
Museum of History, Tsim Sha Tsui. The original text is in Chinese and translated into Eimlish. 
‘因爲講民族嗰方面呢’好雖有個時代卩黎到講架’用比較symmctnc丨丨的講個民系本•tf、族群ethnic 
group做别分會易交代丨I的咐囉°因爲個文化保留到而家’好雖用一個chrono丨ogicalordei•去present 
假’同埋 ethnic group 係屬於 ethnography，所以係 gallery 4, folk culture 度講囉。‘ 
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This gender dichotomy puts folk cultures and feminine values together while 
mates history with masculine values. It leads to a phenomenon: the interpretation of 
feminine values on lower floor is drastically different from that in galleries on upper 
lloor. On the lower floor, women images predominate and are used to symbolize 
ethnic cultures in gallery 4, whilst women images and experiences are marginalized, if 
not suppressed, under the male-defined narrations in galleries on upper floor. 
The tendency of using women images as symbol of ethnic culture is most 
obvious in interpretation of Hakka women in gallery 4. Hakka women are described 
as playing a key role in Hakka culture; they are the symbol of the folk culture. Hakka 
womeirs hard workingness is strongly emphasized as the unique characteristic of 
Hakka culture. This intention illustrates obviously in the opening text, 'the way of life 
of Hakka people', of this section. Hakka people are described as very hard-working, 
like working both at home and outside: 'traditionally, Hakka women took care of 
daily household chores as well as worked on the field. When they were not farming, 
they made mud bricks, tailored clothing, dyed cloth and did handicraft work.''^^' 
Working women can be found in all the pictures, both the large pictures as 
backgrounds and those in the text panel. They work side by side with men in rice 
p l a n t i n g . T h i s observation suggests two messages: first, it reveals that all pictures 
丨”丨 Picture 09-‘tlie way of life of Hakka people' 
Picture 10 and 11: 'Hakka women at work 1 'and 'Hakka women at work2' . 
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shown in gallery 4 are highly selective, embedding messages that curators would like 
to draw attention to; and second, Hakka women had been chosen as the role model for 
Hakka culture in this gallery. This supposition is confirmed by the words of Ms. Yau 
in interview: ‘The Hakka women are hard-working, which is one of the remarkable 
characteristics of the group. That's why we want to highlight it.''"^ 
Besides the case of Hakka women, similar examples of image of women as 
symbol of folk culture are numerous in gallery 4. The visibility of women images here 
is the highest among all galleries on upper floor. Leading text panels of this gallery 
and leading text panels of all four ethnic groups are presented side by side with 
women images. Women are also employed to represent all kinds of ritual and 
traditional activities, like Dragon-boat dance, wedding, domestic works and women's 
costumes are highlighted to represent the culture while men's costumes are only 
optional here. The effigies showed here are all women or activities that are related to 
women, women sewing on the boat, woman dancing dragon dance during wedding 
and the bride in wedding ceremony. Domestic work of women is also exhibited in the 
boat dwellers and Hoklo sections. 
Under gender hierarchical opposition, women images are employed to 
symbolize ethnic culture while ethnic culture is interpreted as an unchanging culture 
I"•飞 Interview with Ms.Yau, Curator (education and extension) 30/5/2005 in her office. The Hong Kong 
Museum of History, Tsim Sha Tsui. “許：但點解客家0個度又會 l i i g h H g l i t番？丘：因爲客家婦女既 
刻苦耐勞既精抻係客家文化好大既特質黎’所以附0岩線有提到。” 
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in gallery 4. Hence，femininity is highly noticeable by using women images to 
represent the characteristics of each ethnic groups and exhibiting domestic area and 
work to visitors. In contrast, galleries on upper floor focus on big histories defined by 
masculine values, such as war and work, and all of them are dominated by male 
experiences as norm. I will analyze how domestic area and work are marginalized in 
different ways under the patriarchal history. I make two arguments here, firstly, the 
experiences of work and daily life are defined under male experience whilst women's 
experiences are unseen; and second, domestic area is marginalized from the main 
narrative in the history flow of galleries on upper floor. 
3.3.1 Male-defined experiences of work and daily life on upper floor 
Three topics in gallery 6 are related to daily life of both Chinese and 
non-Chinese people in Hong Kong. They are 'Entertainment for non-Chinese 
population', 'Daily life of Chinese' and 'Daily life of Chinese (for Canton teahouse)'. 
While the names of the latter two 'Daily life of teahouse' are the same, they are 
different in content. However, the so-called 'daily life of Chinese and non-Chinese 
people' are also defined by male experiences, and female experiences in city are 
hidden. 
In gallery 6, there are special arrangements to describe the background and 
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daily life of non-Chinese population in Hong Kong, and topics like 'foreign 
merchants in Hong Kong' , 'non-Chinese population in Hong Kong' and 
'entertainment for non-Chinese population', including a clubhouse setting, are 
specially designed for non-Chinese population. My interview with Ms. Yau confirmed 
thai this is a conscious move in order to include the history of non-Chinese people 
within this rather Chinese-centered Hong Kong history in the HKS'""^ Yet, this is not 
without race and gender conditions, for women and non-European foreigners' daily 
life are absent in gallery 6. Since the population size of European and non-European 
foreigners in Hong Kong are similar, reason to exhibit the daily life of European 
instead of non-European foreigners is not based on population size, but on wealth and 
political influence. As written on the panel, women were excluded from the Hong 
Kong Club and other similar clubs which opened later, the daily lives of non-Chinese 
women in Hong Kong are not articulated. Indeed, the experience of non-European 
women in Hong Kong is even doubly marginalized under this context. Actually, 
despite their ethnic difference, the situation of their Chinese sisters is no better off. 
In the section about daily life of Chinese where a Canton teahouse is set up, two 
text panels can be found. 'Chinese' is used to represent all, both male and female. 
Interview with Ms. Yau 'We will use a small part to exhibit something about ethnic minorities, just 
like the racial issue you have mentioned before, like Eurasian, Indian because they had contributed a 
lot to the early development of Hong Kong.' 
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according to the description, a common Chinese enjoyed carrying a birdcage and 
enjoying dim sum. chit-chating with others in the Chinese restaurant in the morning, 
at night, going to the Chinese restaurant in Shek Tong Tsui (red-light district for legal 
prostitution) for drinking wine and listening sing-song girls as their leisure activities; 
others like gambling as hobby to kill time. 
The leisure activities mentioned in the text undoubtedly depicting male-defined 
living experiences which excluded women's experiences. I emphasize 'women's 
experiences' here because women as sex workers do being mentioned in the text but 
not the subject of exhibit. The text does not include the experiences of sing-song girls 
or sex workers, but the enjoyments of male users. Enjoying dim sum and chit-chatting 
with friends in Chinese restaurant was certainly not something that women could 
experience. For most women, especially the housewives, morning should be one of 
the busiest moments for them to prepare the meal for the family, to do the house 
cleaning work and take care of children. They were certainly not in a position to 
abandon their work at home and enjoy dim sum in Canton Teahouse as the men did. It 
was also impossible for women to first, hang out at night; and second, go to places 
like Shek Tong Tsui for drinking wine and listening to sing-song girls because Shek 
Tong Tsui was a famous red-light district. Needless to say, the gambling houses for 
fantan were not suitable places for women to enjoy their leisure time either. 
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In our interview, Ms.Yau, agreed that women would certainly have life 
experiences that are different, though not coiitradictary to, the way of life shown on 
the text panel and presented in the exhibition. Her attitude was shown clearly in 
dialogue: 
(Q:In the part of “Lives of Chinese", for example, yum cha, playing birds, horse 
racing, smoking opium, etc, it seems that all of them were male activities, 
women back in those days did not have these activities.) 
Of course women did not do these... 
(0:Yes. so why do you still use these activities to represent the lives of Chinese 
in Hong Kong?) 
We wish to represent lives of the majority that means we do not talk about the 
lives and history of the rich ladies who seldom left their homes. Should I say.. . 
their history does not play a crucial part in history of Hong Kong•丨()� 
In the history presented in this gallery, women's living experiences were 
irrelevant to Hong Kong history. So, Chinese women and their daily experiences are 
absent, and they are excluded from the male-defined history of daily lives here. 
Curators made no efforts to render the differences between male and female 
experiences here. In fact, women also have their share in the public sphere, like going 
to wet market, visiting their relatives or having tea-time meeting for the middle or 






upper class women. Besides, the women's experiences in the domestic realm are 
valuable to history. Thus, links need to be established between the two, like ensuring 
thai women's daily experiences gain credence as the daily life of Chinese, 
non-Chinese Europeans and non-Europeans. Otherwise, the disadvantaged groups in 
history such as women and ethnic groups will be kept marginalized and hidden in the 
male-defined history exhibited in the HKS. 
3.3.2 Marginalization of work in domestic area 
The location of the domestic area and the under-representation of domestic 
work clearly illustrate the marginalization of women's experiences in galleries 6 and 
8. 
According to Porter's observation, due to the hierarchical gender opposition, 
displays or period rooms of domestic area, like home, are placed far away from the 
main area of historical displays and settings. Hence, the isolation of home from the 
world is presented.")() She explains ‘Text does not speak of housework as work, of 
patterns of work, wages, conditions and h a z a r d s . ' T h i s isolation of home from the 
main narrative can also be found in gallery 6. 
The exhibition of domestic area is rare in gallery 6. Only a Chinese elite period 
i"(’ Gaby Porter, The representation of gender in British hisforv museums. 
i(口 丨bid. . 
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room is employed to illustrate the emergence of Chinese elite. But the location of this 
period room is strange and on the fringe of gallery 6. As described above, the center 
of gallery 6 is a three-storey European style building and most topics are exhibited in 
building. This Chinese elite house is situated in the periphery of gallery 6, away from 
the main building. To be precise, it's on the boundary between gallery 7 and 8.丨()8 
Not only the placement but the purpose of this period room is also in question. 
Normally, a close correlation can be found between period room or its reconstruction 
and the theme written on text panel. Reconstruction aims at demonstrating a certain 
situation or problem written on the text panel more vividly to enable visitors to 
comprehend. For example, a Canton teahouse setting is employed to exemplify the 
daily life of Chinese in which Canton teahouse is an important place that Chinese 
IVequented in their leisure time. However, this relationship is not found in the case of 
this Chinese elite house setting. The theme of this part is about ' the emergence of 
Chinese elite', as written on the panel. It concerns the influx of immigrants f rom 
China to Hong Kong and the growth of elite groups of rich Chinese merchants as the 
leaders of the Chinese community under the British government policy. Except that, 
both are about Chinese elite, and their correlation is weak. This period room merely 
exists. No single word is devoted to show the significance of this setting or any 
丨 P i c t u r e 12: ' location of Chinese elite house ' 
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implication behind it. Being the only domestic sphere in this gallery, it gives no 
explanation of how the domestic area was influenced by the social development. 
In contrast to gallery 4, the narrative of gallery 8 lays great stress on how 
masculine modernity influenced the rapid development of Hong Kong after the 
Second World War. Domestic area is only shown under the theme of development of 
public housing. A reconstruction with an interior of resettlement estate is employed to 
illustrate the introduction of public housing in 1953 after the outbreak of the Shek Kip 
Mei Fire. However, this setting has been employed in the bigger context of the public 
housing development; while the description of the life and conditions of residents 
living in resettlement estates is used for presenting the housing policy of the 
government only. 
The marginalization of domestic area happens with reason: the curatorial 
judgment. The position of period rooms in upper floor shows lucidly that first, the 
exhibition of domestic area is not one of the central themes, which are mainly about 
work outside; second, the women-dominated sphere as represented by period room is 
isolated from its context. Without the support of context like the environment and 
neighbourhood, the importance of domestic area cannot be seen. 
3.4 Object-centered approach taken by curators 
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Curatorship is one of the most important components in museum practice. In 
my interview with Ms Yau, curator (education and extension) of the Hong Kong 
Museum of History, the heavy emphasis placed on the importance of objects is 
apparent: 
We cannot talk about something vaguely, but need to have physical materials to 
represent the history. It is meaningless to talk about it if we do not have any 
material to exhibit. It would not be persuasive enough. The subject matter of our 
writings depends on the chance and situation of obtaining these materials. 
Collection is the spirit of a museum, if there is no collection, there is no museum. 
We wish to represent the history in an impartial, objective and factual way. To 
comprehend history is to see the actual physical collection. No matter what we 
say, it would be meaningless if there is no concrete representation. We cannot 
make up things. 
All representations are based on the availability of information and artifact, and 
the significance of that part of history in constructing the history of Hong 
Kong 剛 
Indeed, with their professional training, the MH curators in general believe that 
the object itself, as material fact, carries intrinsic and universal meaning that speaks 






for itself, and that their position is neutral and without bias when presenting history. 
Many ideas and methods have been developed by museologists in order to 
make museum a better place for women's histories. However, in Hong Kong, most 
curators prefer empirical work to theory, this disbelief in applying theoretical work in 
exhibition can be found in curator in the MH: 
(Q： So, will they apply their theoretical knowledge on exhibitions?) 
There is no definite answer. Different people will come to definite answers. It's 
hard to tell what sort of knowledge they will apply. But I'd say that theoretical 
world is different from practical world. '" ' 
Since the linkage between curatorship and academia is rather weak in Hong 
Kong, it takes time for curators to accept and apply new critical theories into practice. 
Indeed, as Porter and other museologists note, the gap between curators and scholars 
is a world phenomenon in the field of museums." ‘ In this transition, the MH curators 
are under the influence of the mode of modernist museums, especially the 
object-centered epistemology, histories of disadvantaged groups cannot be fully 
represented in museums. 
In the following, the general attitude of curators of the MH will be discussed. 
’ Interview with Ms.Yau. ‘(Q:lll:l•會唔會話用番0的theoretical既方法落番0的展覽到？）丨呢0的 
就因人而異，好難講佢有0的 t 2野得著，不過都係理論還理論、實踐還實踐，好雖既。’ 
I ‘ ‘ Gaby Porter, Studies in gender and representation in British history museums. 
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After reviewing their attitude towards objects, Porter's concept of 'Pride and Power' 
and 'permanence and prosperity' will be used to argue that materials that can 
characterize women's experiences and situations are not included as objects in 
galleries in the HKS even though women's images are highly noticeable in one of the 
gallery. Finally, some suggestions will be given about the ways to present objects as 
emotion material. 
3.4.1 Lower floor- The representation of wedding ceremony 
The traditional marriage customs and ceremonies is the feature of Piinti area in 
gallery 4. In the part of 'traditional marriage customs and ceremonies', presentation 
follows the process of marriage from the very beginning to the end. It starts by 
consulting the horoscopes of son and daughter from their families to check whether 
they are compatible, then confirming the marriage engagement, bringing the bride to 
groom house, showing the dowries of bride etc. Through the whole presentation, 
objects are undoubtedly the center of attention, almost the whole process is presented 
by exhibiting different kinds of objects related to marriage and wedding ceremony. 
For instance, focus goes to objects like presenting the three letters and six rites, 
betrothal gifts to demonstrate the process of horoscopes matching and confirmation of 
the marriage engagement; showing the dowries of bride and wedding dresses of bride 
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and groom to illustrate the wedding customs. ‘ A material-based narrative is 
constructed through this plenty use of objects. The ample representation of brides' 
images during the wedding, yet, it conveys only the male-dominated perspective of 
wedding in the position of the grooms' families, without concerning the feelings and 
experiences of the brides' and her families，. Indeed, through the whole process, the 
point of view of this exhibition is from the grooms' families: the process of having a 
wife or family member through marriage and the good fortunes brought by the brides 
without giving equivalent description of brides and her families. 
3.4.1.1 Reasons behind the under-representation of women experiences in 
traditional wedding ceremonies 
As shared by curators in the MH, the common problem of presenting women 
history is that comparatively fewer relics can be survived through time. In the 
following, I will use the wedding laments as an example to point out women's 
histories and experiences cannot be fully represented by focusing on object-exhibition 
only. Indeed, not all practices pass down with explicit objects to present their 
existence. Some practices are inherited orally by the next generation. Wedding lament 
is a good example to illustrate this argument. 
Pictures 13-14: ‘Puiiti marriage' and 'Wedding dresses'. 
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Wedding lament is chosen here as example with three reasons. Firstly, it is 
because of the representability of laments. This practice is commonly shared by 
women from three of the ethnic groups exhibited in gallery 4; secondly, the very 
nature of laments is not in object form, its lack of physical existence contradicts the 
usual practice of museums; and finally, traditional marriage customs and ceremonies 
are the center of attention in Punti area as more than half of the spaces in Pimti area is 
utilized to exhibit the whole process of traditional marriage customs and ceremonies. 
The tradition of women singing are common in Hong Kong ethnic culture and 
popular among Punti, Hakka and Boat dwellers women, especially during and after 
their daily work and in special occasions, such as weddings and funerals. This oral 
genre of female use of folklore is not only found in Hong Kong ethnic groups, but 
also said to be quite common in a number of cultures and is very expressive of 
women's vision of the world. 
Wedding laments, as implied in the name, are solely sung by women in the 
wedding ceremony, and this custom passes from generation to generation. Wedding 
laments show the unique opportunity for women to express their feelings and 
experiences freely. Contradicting the supposedly festive atmosphere in wedding 
ceremony, the word ‘laments,, instead of jolly words, like 'paeans' or 'odes ' , the use 
I Yip Hon-ming, Engendering Hong Kong Society, 321. 
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of word ' laments ' already implies the meaning of singing out the dark sides of 
wedding in the brides' point of view. The contents of wedding laments include the 
brides' expression of feelings and also the dreadful indignation, like scolding of 
parents, reviling of matchmakers and cursing of the groom's side, of the brides, which 
contradict with the festive occasion which is full of merry atmosphere."'^ 
Village girls learned the laments from sisters when spending their spare time at 
the ‘girls，house' before marriage. Sisters normally passed this down primarily vocally, 
but sometimes girls in schools wrote them down in notebooks and that were treated as 
private property of village sisters.""'' 
It means that wedding laments cannot be found in exhibitions is because of the 
intangible nature of it. Since wedding laments are passed down orally, it is difficult to 
present them in the object-centered museums. Indeed, some objects related to this 
tradition of laments can be used to exhibit women's experiences of wedding customs 
and ceremonies. It is true that without the chance to receive formal education in 
school, most ethnic women are illiterate, so laments, the oral genre of folklore 
practiced solely by women, are largely not in written or material forms. However, 




private property of village sisters."^ It turns this oral tradition to literary form and 
also objects that can be displayed in exhibitions. However, the scripts are not shown 
in the exhibitions. This exclusion can be understood with reference to Porter's idea of 
'Pride and Power ' . The wedding laments shared by women were not treasured as 
objects with strong sense of pride and power in the male-dominated culture. For 
curators who focus mainly on the core process of wedding, singing wedding laments 
lies outside the core activity. So this kind of objects are normally not collected by 
museums. 
Through my analysis, the under-representation of women's experiences in folk 
culture can be identified in three levels. First, materials that can characterize women 's 
experiences and situations are not included as objects in this gallery. It is because 
women experiences lie outside the core history which is male-defined history, and 
objects that can represent women's experiences are always excluded under the 
standard of Pride and Power; second, even though images of women can be found 
everywhere, without the consciousness of gender, women's experiences are still 
Linderrepresented; and third, women experiences cannot be fully represented by 
objects only. 
3.4.2 Upper floor- The under-representation of women experiences 
I 丨6 Yip Hon-ming, Engendering Hong Kong Socie(,321. 
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In upper floor, women's histories are underrepresented and even unpreserved in 
two ways, the under-representation of mui tsiii system and polygamy; and the 
domestic work in the exhibition. Compare to other topics presenting in this gallery, 
the presentation of mui tsui and polygamy are simple and unattractive to visitors. The 
abolition of mui tsui system and polygamy are grouped as social problems and simply 
presented by a text panel without period room or setting to illustrate with. 
Furthermore, as I argued in the previous chapter, this panel is located in the margin of 
this gallery; it is not noticed by most visitors."^ As recognized by curator, museum is 
perpetually constrained by what still-existing objects it has on hand. It means that it is 
the object-centered approach taken by curators that hinders the representation of this 
exclusive women experiences in the early 19''^  century of Hong Kong. 
Women's representation is also overlooked in the exhibition of Chinese elite 
house. The decoration and presentation of the Chinese elite house shows clearly that 
housework, both paid and unpaid is not recognized as work in this gallery. The 
housework of this elite house is unseen, not represented to visitors. Not only without 
any text in the period room to illustrate how the housework is done and who have 
contributed to this pleasant environment, but the places most related to servants and 
mui tsui who worked in the house, such as kitchen, washroom and servant room, and 
丨丨7 Pictures 15-17: ‘location of social problems 1,2 and 3.’ 
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the facilities used to maintain the environment have not been shown in this period 
room. The incompleteness of this period room definitely hinders the display of home 
as workplace to women. Servants have to work long hours with heavy chores to finish 
everyday in order to maintain the good condition of house, and domestic servants 
were one of the common jobs for women in early c e n t u r y . ' W i t h o u t showing 
their working places and tools, their work would not be noticed by visitors. And it 
undoubtedly marginalized domestic servants and housewives' contribution to Hong 
Kong economy. 
The reason contributing to this under-representation of mui tsui system and 
polygamy; and domestic work is the limited objects that can be used to present 
women 's history. Under the object-centered approach in museums, curators have their 
professional consideration. It was difficult to find related objects to exhibit because 
relevant objects were not preserved in museum collection. As asserted by Porter, 
under the principle of 'permanence and prosperity', women scarcely had a separate 
material existence within the household and their articles are for immediate 
consumption. I 卜）For the former, in particular to servants and mui tsui, when their 
dresses are no longer wearable, they cut it down and sew for patchwork quilts, once 
‘ D a v i d Fame, A documentary History of Hong Kong: Society, (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University 
Press, 1997), 183-190. 
"‘）Gaby Porter, 'Putting your house in order: representations of women and domestic life', in Museum 
Time-Machine, edited by Robert Liimley, London: Routledge, 1988, p. 102-127. 
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the quilts are no longer wearable, they may be used for cleaning cloths. Everything is 
reused and reworked until it is completely exhausted. Without proper and related 
objects to employ in exhibition, it causes serious underestimation of the historical 
significance of domestic work; it results in marginalization of women, particularly in 
mui tsiii and domestic servants to periphery of Hong Kong history. 
3.5 Methods to exhibit the non-material formed history and emotion 
material 
As noted in Chapter 2, the concept of 'emotion material' is coined by Jette 
Sandahl contributes on redefine nature of objects as materialized emotions. Another 
theorist, Kavanagh agrees that what touches the visitors most is something we 
recognize and can engage our memories or feelings. It helps to narrate women history 
through exhibiting the personal feelings and emotions of objects. 
Unfortunately, emotions, feelings and 'small histories, are not valued and 
presented in the HKS. I'd like to explain the meaning of "small histories" here. Since 
grand narrative are created and reinforced by the dominant power structures, it 
ignores variety or heterogeneity of cultures except of its ultimate goals. Museums as 
one of the powerful legitimized social institutions, the curatorial practices are heavily 
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indebted by the discourse of grand narrative. The histories of disadvantaged groups 
are marginalized under this circumstance, women's history as one of the 
disadvantaged groups is no exception here. The diversity of women's history is 
suppressed under patriarchical system. As noted by Jean-FranQois Lyotard in his work. 
The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge, belives grand narratives should 
be replaced by 'loclaised' narrative. Postmodernist scholars also suggests the 
importance of diversity of human experiences with different local contexts.'"' The 
concept of 'small histories' suggests by museologists does not mean women's 
histories are categorized as ‘small histories' and excluded from the grand narrative by 
nature. On the contrary, the emphasis on 'small histories' opens the possibility of 
digging out the obliterated women's histories which are not valued in the grand 
narrative. 
In HKS, the ‘small histories' of objects have been sacrificed for the grand 
narrative of Hong Kong development. Objects in the HKS are treated collectively, 
they are used to fit in the grand narrative about how Hong Kong is metamorphosed 
from a caterpillar (fishing village) to a butterfly (official slogan by Hong Kong 
government, 'modern Asian world city'). Indeed, the uniqueness of objects is different 
from history books. Different facets of histories will not disappear, the unseen facets 
120 Jean-Francois Lyotard, The postmodern condition : a report on knowledge, (Manchester 
University Press : Manchester, 1984). 
121 'Metanarratives ' , Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grand_narrative 
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are just hidden inside objects. Those hidden messages, such as 'small histories', 
emotions and feelings, are preserved in objects, waiting someone to free them out. 
And it is the curators' responsibility to speak for the objects, interpret the different 
facets of objects to visitors instead of only fitting them in the grand narrative. In the 
following, I would like to introduce the different ways to present emotion material in 
other countries and suggest the ways to use the concept of emotion material to 
interpret objects in the HKS. 
Many methods can be applied in order to exhibit the non-material formed 
history. The multi-faceted interpretive strategies employed in ‘Art from Africa: long 
steps never broke a back' at the Seattle Art Museum in 2002 is a good example. Most 
of the African people have the oral tradition to pass down their histories and traditions 
from generation to generation, in order to keep this essence of African tradition, 
curators of the Seattle Art Museum designed an counter-culture way of exhibition, 
called ‘no museum-speak'. Totally different from the general exhibitions in which 
visual culture like object presentation and text illustration come first in this exhibition, 
no labels and wall texts and only acoustiguides can be found in 'Art from Africa' . 
African history is told as stories and proverbs by community elders and Scholars in 
African communities. According to the self-explanation of curators, 'this was an 
effective way to show the importance and complexity of oral history in traditional 
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sAfrican cultures and to provide museum education based on the priorities of source 
community/ By using this narration method, the uniqueness of African history can be 
kept ill exhibition instead of being marginalized or distorted in most western museums 
which were under the object-centered a p p r o a c h . T h r o u g h this exhibition, visitors 
will not only enjoy the African art artifacts displayed in exhibition, but also learn and 
understand more about the African tradition and their concept of history. 
As recommended by many museologists and curators concerned about the 
representation of disadvantaged groups in history museum, like Melosh and West, oral 
history is a good way to collect women's histories because fewer objects in museum 
collection are women-related. Under the object-centered approach practiced in the 
MH, most of their records of histories will be missed and this gap can be filled by 
interview with women and keep the record for further study and exhibition. 
In the case of the HKS, almost all objects exhibited in the HKS have their own 
stories. It is important to unveil the hidden messages of objects, just listening 
carefully to the murmurs of objects, and amplifying personal histories, emotions and 
experiences behind objects to touch visitors' hearts. 
In gallery 4, for instance, the dowries of brides imbedded the expectation and 
feeling of brides that moved in new families, feelings are varied by different situations: 
James Clifford, 'Museum as contact zone', Routes : travel and translation in the kite twentieth 
cell fury, (Cambridge, Mass. : Harvard University Press, 1997), p. 188-219. 
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some may feel full of happiness and expectations because they are married with their 
beloved one; some may experience uncertainty because they have no idea on the 
groom and not ready to move into the new families. Furthermore, the handicrafts done 
by Hoklo women record not only the love from their mothers, or other female 
relatives to their children, but also their blessings to them by different patterns with 
different lucky meanings on it. 
Since the lack of physical material hinders the representation of women history 
in the MH, oral history is a good way to fill this gap. In concern of non-material 
tradition of wedding laments in gallery 4, the concept of Post-museum concerns this 
shortcoming so post-museums are equally interested in intangible heritage, such as 
memories, songs and cultural traditions that embody the culture's past and 
future.丨23And in post-museums, multiple social and cultural perspectives will be made 
explicit and alternative media will be used to s u p p o r t G e n d e r perspective is 
certainly no exception. So in the case of wedding laments, the ritual of laments cannot 
be fully represented by objects only but objects can also be used to reflect this ritual. 
With the help of alternative media, wedding laments can be played both in video and 
telephone for visitors to experience. In fact, these alternative media and techniques, 
except for oral history, can be found in the HKS and other museums too. It means 
Hooper-Greenhill, ‘The re-birth if the museum',2. 
'-•'lbicl.,2. 
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curators in Hong Kong have the techniques but are just not using it to illustrate this 
part of history. 
Moreover, with the Chinese elite house in gallery 6, which can be used in a 
better way to show the whole picture of women's history, their misery and 
contribution to the Hong Kong society. The house can be applied to, on the one side, 
illustrate the women status and the misery of mui tsui and concubines; on the other 
hand, the work of paid workers like domestic servants and the duties of housewives. 
With the help of oral history, personal diaries and autobiography, a real story of big 
families at that time can be used to pass through the whole presentation. In gallery 8, 
there are many stories of women workers because their experiences as factory 
workers are the collective memories of women who grew up in the 60s and 80s. The 
hardworking stories of women workers had not only been studied academically by 
scholars like Salaff, at the same time, local scholar like Choi Pok ing would use oral 
history to record their experiences in books . ' :�Cura to r s can also use oral history to 
collect different personal emotions and experiences of the joy and sorrow of women 
workers. 
12-�Cai Baoqiong and Jiang Qiongzhu, Wan wan 6 dian ban : qi shi nian dai shang ye jiao de nii gong, 
(Xianggang : Jin yi bu duo mei ti you xian gong si,丨 998).(蔡寶邀、江壊珠（統簿）’晚晚 6 點半：七 
十年代h夜校的女工’香港：進一步多媒體有限公司，1998.) 
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Chapter 4 Out of the box: Case Study of the Tai O Cultural 
Workshop 
After examining gender bias in gallery 4, 6 and 8 in the Hong Kong Story under 
the approaches of gender dualism and object-centered approach, I look for a possible 
alternative in this chapter. While criticizing the limitations of the representation of 
women in the HKS, I find the Tai O Cultural Workshop (Workshop) demonstrates 
something different. The curator of the Workshop, Ms. Wong, and her community 
embeddedness allows her to develop a very inspiring and contemplative alternative 
museum in Tai O. 
In the following, I will first explain the reasons why choosing this Workshop as 
a case study, introduce the background of the Workshop and also the role of Ms. 
Wong in the Workshop. And then I would like to describe the settings and designs of 
the Workshop, figure out the characteristics of the Workshop and evaluate how these 
characteristics can inspire us as alternative possibilities to interpret histories in the 
sense of gender. 
4.1 Orientation of Workshop and the role of Ms. Wong in the Workshop 
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4.1.1 The position of Ms. Wong in the Workshop 
The Workshop is organized by Ms. Wong and friends without any supports by 
big companies or charity organizations, which is unique among other museums in 
Hong Kong. Indeed, most privately-owned museums in Hong Kong are funded by 
prominent charity organizations, Po Leung Kii for instance; or by reputed professional 
societies, such as Pathological Institute; or by renowned public enterprises, like the 
Hong Kong Jockey Club. By the way, the government-owned museums are 
undoubtedly under the administration of the Hong Kong government. Although the 
Workshop as a registered legal non-profit organization that has members other than 
Ms. Wong officially, Ms. Wong can be seen as the great and even sole contributor of 
the workshop. From her words: 
111 fact, I am not the only member (here), there are still other members or I can' t 
register it (the museum) as an organization, a non- profit organization. Hence, 
most of my friends basically are all members of the organization, some of them 
are Tai-Oese, but work outside Tai-0, so, I am in charge of most of the daily 
operations of the organization.丨2() ‘ 
Unlike other privately-owned museums, the Workshop is operated principally 
'-^'Interview with Ms.Wong Wai Ting, Curator 23/7/2006 in Tai O Cultural Workshop, Tai O. the text is 





by Ms. Wong alone, so all the decisions about the Workshop are made by herself. In 
order to support the Workshop, Ms. Wong would ask visitors to buy postcards, two 
albums written by her about Tai O and donate money for the Workshop. When the 
Workshop is not opened, she is a tour guide for local tours to introducing Tai O. Given 
that the Workshop can be understood as 'one-man museum', Ms Wong, as the single 
curator of the Workshop, has the highest flexibility in designing the exhibition of the 
Workshop as her will. Her influences on the Workshop can be discerned in her words: 
(Q: In fact, I would like to ask, by any chances will there be any exhibits which 
are not allowed to be displayed here?) 
well, no. I do not have many exhibits here, I don't and I won't act as a result of 
anybody's influence. 
All the exhibits displayed here are all arranged myself, so are those photos, and 
everything exhibited here. I have never learnt how to display them, I display 
them as I like, according to what I fancy. 
The interview quoted above shows clearly that she has full control over the 
exhibition. And everything exhibited in the Workshop are decided solely by her 
likeness and willingness. 
4.2 Description of displays 





In the following, I would like to describe the settings and designs of the 
Workshop and figure out the characteristics of the Workshop. 
Unlike the large space in the MH, the Workshop is located in a two-storey old 
building which was a small store but only the ground floor is used as the place for 
exhibition. Since this two-storey building is the property of an old lady, after renting 
out the lower floor for Ms. Wong as the Workshop; old lady is still living in the 
museum, not only the upper floor but also in the Workshop. The backyard of the 
Workshop has two functions, both as an exhibition place with objects displayed and as 
a kitchen for cooking and dining by old lady. Moreover, Ms. Wong does not change 
the original decoration of the house, such as a framed painting of night view of 
Shanghai beach on the beam and spirit tablet of earth god on the floor, both lay in the 
central of building side by side with other objects. 
Only one permanent exhibition has ever been held in the Workshop since 2001. 
This venue is mainly comprised of three parts: the front, the atrium and the backyard. 
Reception is located in the front part and Ms. Wong normally stands in the reception 
counter and gives her introduction and explanation orally. All pictures are shown on 
the wall ill both sides while different kinds of china, such as plates, vases and little 
Pictures 17 and 18: 'Workshop' and 'spirit tablet of earth god' 
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wine cups, and petroleum lantern are placed on a large cupboard. Pictures shown on 
both sides are classified as four categories: natural environment, living, history and 
holidays without showing close correlation among each other" ') Pictures are not 
situated in chronological order, for instance, photos from 60s mixed with those from 
70s are not unusual in the Workshop. 
The Objects exhibited in atrium are donated by Tai Oese, and are related to both 
work in public and domestic work and related facilities. A list of glass cabinets are on 
the left where objects with smaller sizes are placed inside the glass cabinets and some 
are exhibited on the glass surface. Varied objects are exhibited in the cabinets; objects 
are grouped into different kinds, such as handicrafts by women, coins, bamboo 
clippers, shells and fishing nets with gourd seeds are placed on the top of the glass. 
Objects with larger sizes are placed on the floor on the right side, for example, a big 
wood container, carrier, wooden dining table with utensils on it and a woman's cloth 
hanging on the wall. In the backyard, objects are displayed in a most disorganized 
way, from women slippers to large cask, from barrow to stonemill, even metal shutter 
can be found here.''^' Potted plants are placed on top of large objects. All objects 
displayed here have no descriptions while only some of them have the name texts on 
them. 
丨 P i c t u r e s 19-20: 'natural environment' and ' l iving' . 
Picture 21: 'a tr ium' 
Pictures 22-23 'backyard-1 and 2’. 
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4.2.1 The interpretation of objects 
Since most objects exhibited in the Workshop are donated by Tai O people, a 
large amount of objects are from their families. Objects from both works in public and 
domestic works are considered to have same importance in the Workshop. It 
corresponds to Ms. Wong's will to present the vivid daily life in Tai O. 
Handiwork by women are exhibited in the atrium, and the handiwork and Saan 
Dau (carrier) are two focuses among o b j e c t s . T h r o u g h demonstrating the carrier, 
Saan Dau, presented on the right side of atrium, together with Ms. Wong's oral 
presentation, visitors have better understanding on how women in the past contributed 
to the economic development of Tai O. I would like to quote how Ms. Wong 
illustrates the history of Saan Don vocally: 
That is very different. Saan Dau (carrier) records how Tai O women in the past 
earned a living by their hard work, carrying tourists from Tai-0 to Boii Lin Zi, or 
from Tai-0 to Ngoiig Ping, so that they can go uphill in a comfortable way, and 
women can earn a living too. Until 1970s, when the Tai-0 Road is constructed, 
Saan Dau became useless, so, the use of Saan Dau records a kind of 
transportation and a profession of women from the 1940s. This Saan Dau is 50 
years old now, which is very meaningful.'''^ 
Picture 24: ' Saan Dau' 
I"‘咐就好唔同啦，或者山，咐呢II的個山銜，就係以前我地大澳II的婦女 即係赚II的 
錢好辛苦呀，可能去资蓮寺呀’或者由大澳去朗屏’等啲旅客可以 舒服I购上山呀， 




The above quotation is found not only in my interview, it is also the usual 
explanation used by Ms. Wong to introduce the history of Saan Dau to visitors who 
raise the question initially to her. 
One would certainly be attracted by the handiwork made by Tai O women on 
the left side of atrium. These handiworks include baby carriers, hair bodkins and hair 
bands. Unlike objects presented in most museums which are either nameless or with 
name tags like 'baby-carrier', 'hair bodkin'; in the Workshop, not only the names, 
origins but the histories behind are written as texts, women's histories behind objects 
are presented. For instance, the caption under the baby-carrier is 'Women fishermen 
of Tai O usually made their own baby-carriers. This semi-finished baby-carrier was 
made by Cheung Shu-mui in the 1950s'; and the caption for hair bodkin is 'An 
ornament made in the 40，s. The dowry of Madam Cheung Ho Liii's grandmother, later 
inherited by Cheung by tradition, Cheung aged over 60 c u r r e n t l y , � 3 4 Baby-carriers 
and hair bodkin are used here to demonstrate not only the daily life in the past of Tai 
O generally, but also personal histories of donors and their families 
Through demonstrating the handiwork of Tai O women at home, like 
baby-carrier, it helps to illustrate women's works and responsibilities at home; with 
�4pictLires 25-27: 'Baby-carries 1 and 2’ and 'hair bodkin' . 
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the ‘Saan Dau, display, it aids to complete another half of the picture by showing the 
economic contribution of Tai O working outside as men. 
4.2.2 The importance of Ms. Wong as a guide 
Besides objects, the role of Ms. Wong as a guide is very important in the 
Workshop. Ms. Wong, both the curator and the guide, is very familiar with every 
single object in the Workshop because all objects are collected and selected by her. 
When one enters the Workshop, Ms. Wong would repeatedly introduce the history of 
Tai O, the objects exhibited inside and most of the time, ask you to buy her albums, 
postcards and donate money for maintaining the Workshop. Her interactions with 
visitors are frequent and her oral explanations are not limited to the Workshop but 
everything about this community, for example, telling you where and when to catch 
shrimps etc. If visitors raise more questions, she would tell you more about the 
provenance and histories of objects that are not written on text panels and she is also 
knowledgeable about the history and development of Tai O. Indeed, not all objects 
presented are introduced with written descriptions and some objects are not 
well-organized here, in particular those exhibited in backyard. The role of Ms. Wong 
as a guide becomes very significant here. So, different visitors interested in different 
aspects of Tai O may gain different experiences in the Workshop. 
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4.3 A critical analysis of exhibition 
In this section, I would like to evaluate how these characteristics can inspire us 
as alternative possibilities to interpret histories in the sense of gender and the concepts 
of post-museum and ecomuseum will be applied to examine the characteristics of the 
Workshop. Although Ms. Wong does not have any curatorial training and has no idea 
about concepts of post-museum and ecomuseum, the Workshop does share the spirit 
and concern of post-museum and ecomuseum. Whether the Workshop is a 
post-museum or ecomuseum is not my concern. Rather, I am interested in whether 
there are any characteristics in the Workshop on the representation of women that can 
assist curators to think out of the box. I use the two concepts because some of their 
concerns are gender-related and they are useful for me to formulate the characteristics 
of the Workshop. 
My analysis will focus on six characteristics of the Workshop as follows: using 
the post-museum to study the role of guide in Workshop, naming issue, the ways of 
object interpretation and objects as emotion material; ecomuseum will be used to 
analyze the position of Ms. Wong as a curator and the orientation of the Workshop. 
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4.3.1 The role of guide in the Workshop 
The meanings of guide here have two levels, the first is Ms. Wong as the guide 
of the Workshop and the second is guide for local tour in Tai O. Ms. Wong, as the 
guide in the Workshop, can describe vividly the experiences of women in Tai O to 
visitors. Especially when she noticed that visitors are paying attentions to certain 
objects or visitors have asked questions about objects, she would talk about the 
histories of the objects in behind in a more specific way which cannot be done by 
texts. And most importantly, she has strong personal feeling and emotional attachment 
to Tai O and the women in Tai O because she likes listening to the histories from 
different women when collecting objects. Most of the women donors have no 
confidence in the value of their objects and don't understand why Ms. Wong would 
like to collect their objects. Some of them even felt sorry for giving Ms. Wong her 
'worthless rubbish'. However, when Ms. Wong shows her willingness to sit down and 
encourages them to share their stories, (Ms. Wong always says ‘we are women, I can 
understand you') those 'worthless rubbish' described by women donors actually have 
very close emotion connections with them. Since most of the women are illiterate and 
cannot read and write, conversation is the best way to collect their memories and 
experiences. Being there twice, approximately 3-4 hours for each visit, I observed the 
conversations between visitors and Ms. Wong. For example, a visitor asked Ms. Wong 
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about the details of a woman cloth in black hanging on the wall, Ms Wong could 
immediately explain in details the history of the owner and also women's lives at that 
time. 
According to Hooper-Greenhill, one of the core values of post-museum is to 
highlight the feminine values in museums. And as I have discussed in chapter 4， 
women has preserved the oral tradition because most of them are illiterate, especially 
in ethnic cultures. Moreover, post-museum also advocates the interaction between 
visitors and museums. Interpretation in museums is no longer a one-way, passive and 
authorized relationship; but rather a two-way, interactive and sharing relationship. Ms. 
Wong demonstrates the ways to collect and exhibit women's experiences and 
emotions through collecting objects and her role as a guide. First, the personal 
experiences and emotions between objects and donors have been recorded by Ms. 
Wong. Second, when exhibiting women-related objects, she is conscious to bring out 
these stories and emotions in the text panels. Third, she will tell visitors the stories 
and experiences more in-depth through her interaction with visitors. Unlike modernist 
museums in general, in the Workshop, the most effective way of interpreting objects 
is not by passive, one-way interaction through written texts only, but a two way, 
active interaction between Ms. Wong and visitors. Ms. Wong as a guide is not like a 
teacher with an authorized position; she is more like an aunt next door, sharing what 
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you are interested with you instead of teaching you what you should know. 
4.3.2 The naming issue 
Ms. Wong's dissatisfactions with museums are shown by the choice of name of 
this Workshop as the ‘Tai O Cultural Workshop' instead of the 'Tai O Cultural 
Museum'. I will first analyze the possible reasons for her choice of name. Then, I 
argue that her choice of name together with the arrangement and decoration in the 
Workshop can be demonstrated under the concept of post-museum. 
Why did Ms. Wong not name this the ‘Tai O Museum'? What is the reason of 
naming this 'Tai O Cultural Workshop' instead of the 'Tai O Cultural Museum'? 
Indeed, from the interview, she always related the functions of the Workshop as those 
of museums and she also shared the missions of museums as the mission of her 
Workshop, i.e. museum as a place to collect, preserve and exhibit objects to the public. 
She constantly referred to the Workshop as cultural museum. All of these showed that 
Ms. Wong also deemed that the Workshop was a kind of museum in general. 
Nevertheless, Ms. Wong did not tell me the reason for using the term 'workshop' 
instead of 'museum' as the name of this place directly. I find some hints for her 
preference from interviewing her. Although she also mentioned the professional 
practices of museums, she expressed negatively to the curatorial practice of museums. 
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In our interview, she always marked the differences between museums, i.e. the MH 
and the HM, and the Workshop. According to Ms. Wong, there were two major 
differences between the Workshop and museums. The first difference was the 
dehumanization and lack of vitality inside museums. To her, objects in museums were 
always related to the bygone cultures, something far away from our daily lives, the 
dead culture. She even used words 'old corpse for thousand years that she dared not 
touch' and the ‘objects form the tomb of Emperor Qin that were far away from and no 
relations to us’ to refer the objects exhibited in museums. Dissimilar to the dead 
cultures presented in museums, her Workshop presented the daily objects of Tai O, a 
living community.‘丄、Secondly, she disliked the uncomfortable and unfriendly 
atmosphere inside museums and the lack of interaction with visitors. Everything 
exhibited was seemed very expensive that covered with glasses and visitors were not 
allowed to touch; and the vitality of objects will be lost when they are placed in 













government to donate all her collections to the HM in 2000. She said she would rather 
hide these under her bed instead of donating them to the HM because she believed the 
values of objects could not be preserved by exhibiting in other places instead of the 
Workshop. Meanings would vanish when objects were relocated to any museum 
outside the soil of Tai O.'^^ 
Her words clearly demonstrate that the reason for using ‘workshop’ instead of 
‘museum’ is because of her disagreement with the curatorial practices in the HM and 
the MH. She preferred using the term 'workshop' which apparently did not have those 
negative meanings embedded in the term 'museum' in her impression. 
Let me cite a relevant example of a post-museum in Silicon Valley about 
preferring some other terms to the term 'museum'. The EMP (Experience Music 
Project) is a post-museum about rock music founded in 2000, Pattern and crew 
decided to abandon the word 'museum' because they would like to reinvent the 
paradigm of museum. In the EMP, nothing was considered sacred, everything was 
questioned, like it questioned the old sanctity of objects in museum and it kept 







beacon for a new way of thinking. As affirmed by Bruce, the EMP represents the new 
values and qualities of 'new museum' (post-museum) from the 'old' (modernist 
museum), such as, populist/elitist, experiential/static, discovery/multiple, and 
authoritative/institutional viewpoints. 
The above example shows that not using the term ‘museum’ is a political move 
to question and counteract the very existential values upheld by Museum as 
profession. Although the outcomes of the EMP and Workshop are different, their 
discontents with 'Museum' are the same and these discontents move them to change 
the term museum into project and the workshop respectively. Naming is just a starting 
point of Ms. Wong's ways to develop a museum that is different from the modernist 
museums. 
4.3.3 The ways of object interpretation 
When it comes to the objects, Ms. Wong's ways of interpreting objects are very 
conscious to represent women histories, experience and emotions in Tai O. 1 would 
first discuss the importance of exhibiting Saan Don to represent women's involvement 
of the development of Tai O and follow with the contribution of emphasizing personal 
histories behind objects to bring out the voices of women. 
‘ C h r i s Bruce, 'Experience Music Project as a post-museum' in New museum theory and practice -
an introduction, edited by Janet Marstine, Maiden, MA : Blackwell, 2006，p.130-151. 
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How women in the past contributed to the economic development of Tai O is 
illustrated through demonstrating an object, the carrier called 'Saan Dau'. The 
occurrence of Saan Dau is not an accident, but rather a very conscious move by Ms. 
Wong to exhibit how the Tai O women in the past contributed to both the economic 
development of Tai O district and also their families. The presence of Saan Dau is 
noteworthy because it points out Tai O women in the past not only took care of 
families at home, but also contributed to the economy of Tai-0. Women, same as men 
in Tai O, worked as Saan Dau carriers which was a heavy work presumably carried 
out by men only. Worked as Saan Dau carriers, women had dual jobs, as housewives 
and workers. 
4.3.4 Objects as emotion material 
In the Workshop, the objects are interpreted both collectively and individually, 
it is collective because every object refers to part of the big picture of Tai O history, 
like daily lives, natural environment etc; it treats the objects individually because it 
retains the provenance of the objects, it means the emotions, feelings and experiences 
behind, the personal history of the objects are highlighted in the panels. 
In the Workshop, while the exhibited objects together form a whole picture of 
Tai (), the little histories of the objects are not suppressed. They are voiced out in text 
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panels or by Ms. Wong's role as a guide. Not only the names, origins but the histories 
behind are mentioned in the texts, suggesting how women's histories can be presented 
through the objects. We may understand why Ms. Wong likes to interpret the objects 
in this way from the interview: 
I didn' t think of it, the idea comes to me that this should be the right way to do it. 
When I collect exhibits, 1 ask naturally “who owns this hair clasp?" "My mother, 
my grandma passed to my mother as a trousseau." This shows a relationship 
between three generations. When I need to write it down briefly, I mentioned this 
relationship undoubtedly. Another example would be Cheung Syu Mui 's 
unHnished accessories. This allows the visitors to feel the existence of Cheung 
II oil Neoi, to feel the tradition of the hair clasp which has passed from generation 
to generation. 
I know that it must be the way, no one teaches me and 1 know it right by 
intuition. 
(Q： will u listen to their story when collecting objects?) Yes, when I collect every 
exh ib i t I always like to hear their stories...definitely, (the donor said) My 
grandma gave this hair clasp to my mother when she got married, and later on it 
was passed on me. When I think of the affections of these three generations 
inherited in this hair clasp, 1 am touched/ it is great. 










she hopes visitors can understand the meanings and share the feelings behind the 
objects by writing the stories down as texts. Without rigid rules or practices from 
curatorship, Ms. Wong can interpret the objects more freely with her own judgment. 
As a result, it balances the 'small histories' and grand narrative of Tai O in a good 
way. 
The success of exhibiting women's histories through objects ascribed Ms. 
Wong's uniqueness and gender-conscious ways of object collection and interpretation. 
As 1 have discussed in the previous two chapters, objects are collected under the 
criteria thai are dominated by masculine values, like pride and power to preserve and 
the nature of permanence and prosperity. Most curators with professional training are 
under the influence of modernist thinking, they value grand narratives based on 
masculine values, such as war and industrial development, at the expense of 'small 
histories', including domestic and personal histories. The contributions of women 
carriers made to the development of Tai O and the personal histories of the owner of 
hair bodkin to Tai O culture are almost impossible to be recognized in the context of 
mainstream museums because of their 'triviality' under the collection criteria. 
However, thanks to Ms. Wong's insight, she recognizes the importance of ‘small 
histories' to the Tai O community and let women's histories to speak up through 
exhibiting the objects. 
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Ms. Wong might not have any theoretical argument lor the importance of 
representing the personal experiences and emotions behind the objects to women's 
histories, bill, her ways of object interpretation resonate with the concept of emotion 
material. As I have noted in Chapter 2. the concept of emotion material is coined by 
Jelle Sandah. She has noted that of finding out the 'small histories' behind objects are 
useful to trace the symbolic position of objects in the life of a woman, and also the 
economic, social and emotional patterns and contexts of the woman through tracing 
behind the objec t ."" 
Two examples from the Workshop will illustrate in details the ways that 
women ' s experiences and emotions behind the objects can be expressed in the 
Workshop. With the caption of the object, baby-carrier, visitors notice contributions of 
women at home and also for the next generation. The object signifies not only the 
love from the mother, Cheung Shu-mui, to her child, but also her blessing to the child 
by the different lucky meanings of the pattern on it. 
Another example is hair bodkin, the description provides us not only the 
personal histories of Madam Cheung, but the connection of maternal side which is 
less emphasized in this patriarchal society. According to tradition, wedding is a 
watershed of a girl to become woman. Girl leaves her home and marries her husband 
• I Sandah I, Nordish Miiseo/ogei, 101. 
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and becomes the member of her husband's family. Her spirit tablet will be offered in 
the ancestral temple with other ancestors from her husband's family after her death. 
The showing of hair bodkin and its text are significant because it clarifies that there is 
still malernal bond after the marriage. This description shows the visitors that the 
maternal tie did not end and would last from generation to generation as the 
patriarchal lie do. In this case, the hair bodkin had been passed for three generations, 
trom Madam Cheung's grand-grandmother to her grandmother and to herself. This 
hair bodkin is an eloquent witness to this maternal connection and definitely a clear 
proof for this inimitable history owned among women. 
As I have noted above, presentation of the feminine values is one of the key 
features in post-museum. The emotion material discussed above is a good way to 
bring out the feminine values from the objects. The two examples demonstrate how 
experiences and emotions of individual Tai O woman are represented in the Workshop 
by showing their personal histories behind the objects. And through reading or 
listening the connections between the objects and Tai O women, visitors are not only 
touched by the personal attachment to the objects and women behind, but also have a 
better understanding on lives of Tai O women in the past in a more specific and 
concrete way. 
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4.3.5 The position of Ms. Wong as a curator 
1 would like to explore how Ms. Wong posits herself as the curator of the 
Workshop. To be precise, how Ms. Wong grounds her authority as a curator. From our 
inter view. Ms. Wong always claims to be a 'si naai,(in Cantonese, it connotes 
negative image of housewife as a middle-aged, unintelligent married woman) and 
stresses that she is only a F.3 graduate student without much knowledge. 
Cjiiess, have 1 learnt Art before? I haven't learnt anything before, 1 display and 
decorate the museum according to my wish or willingness. Ms. Wong is only an 
aunl, not even graduated from a secondary school... 
It was just one of the many examples in our interview. She kept asserting the 
difference between herself and curators of museums: she was just a housewife without 
professional knowledge whilst curators were very professional in this field. It seemed 
that she was diffident about in herself as curator. However, if one observed carefully 
in her lines, she was on the other hand very proud of herself as a Tai O resident. She 
in fact believed the identity as Tai O resident was more important than the so-called 
professional. She said proudly that she had been here for more than forty years and 




traditional industries exhibited in the MH and also in gallery 6 of the HKS.'"^" Her 
attitudes showed clearly in this story. She affirmed herself as Tai Oese who had lived 
here for more than forty years. She and other Tai Oese knew about Tai O more than 
outsider. Even the professionals have to ask their advices on developing exhibitions. 
Moreover, she also asserted herself by counting how many recommendations, 
even by curators, she had received for these years, how successful this Workshop and 
how famous she was in Hong Kong and overseas. In her words. 
Many friends from overseas, such as from UK, USA, Netherlands, or France, 
Italy, any nationalities, Japanese, Koreans...they all signed on this book, even 
Columbian. 
I have no regret at all. Community museum.. . my museum is the first one, near 
lialf million people have visited here... high recommendations, 1 have written 
two books, the third one is coming. You know.. . my life... my education level is 
F.3, what should I regret? 
Many people watching me on TV’ in different programs (program names), some 
are for overseas.. • 
(any curators from the MH visited here?) 
Of course, they support my work; can have a community museum like this 









From the above quotations, Ms. Wong's self-orientation is quite complicated. 
On the one hand, she grounds her authority as Tai O a resident who has lived in Tai O 
lor more than forty years. And that is more important than the professional in 
museums because she knows about Tai O more than any of them. She is so proud that 
curators even asked for her advices for exhibition in the MH. She presents the voices 
of ordinary people, from the down to top, using simple and plain language to present 
the point o l � v i e w of local residents and her passion to Tai O. So, she keeps claiming 
herself as 'si naa i \ But her role as an intelligent, middle-aged woman is used to 
highlight her success and ability of running a well-known museum like Workshop. On 
the other hand, her confirmation of her ability is also from other authorities, such as 
good words from curators in overseas etc. Just like a boy David who killed Goliath by 
throwing a stone at him; Ms. Wong underlines her low position as low education, 
middle-aged woman with no professional training, and ordinary Tai Oese can develop 








Even big museums like the MH not have this reputation. 
Indeed, the authority ground of Ms. Wong as an ordinary woman Tai Oese can 
be examined under the feature of community in ecomuseum. Community means 
community participation and local people involvement. Ecomuseum encourages the 
down to lop organization and so the power of ecomuseum is from the participation of 
local people while professional curators act the role of assistance, providing 
professional skills when necessary. For most of the ecomuseums are financed through 
local resources instead of gaining support by both central and local government. Like 
most of the ecomuseums, the Workshop is also self-financing, but, it is supported 
mainly by Ms. Wong instead of the whole community. However, for visitors outside, 
ihey are convinced by Ms. Wong as Tai Oese and believe her choice of objects and 
words when visiting. 
4.3.6 The orientation of the Workshop- Tai O as a unique and lively 
community 
In Ms. Wong eyes, folk culture in Tai O is unique and lively community, with 
its own distinct history and space. We can have a better understanding from her words 
below: 
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I think the special thing here is, very often, you will find that living things are 
also being displayed here, not merely displaying old stuffs... that is.. . . Museums 
display old stuffs only. 
The precious thing (here) is that, as long as Tai-0 is preserved, people can 
experience the history of Tai-0, enjoy the vitality of Tai-0 (here). Even in a 
stone mill, when you are milling beans, you can feel the vitality of Tai-O as a 
community. If I move my exhibits to the Sha Tin Museum, or to the History 
Museum, the vitality is gone, or the friendliness is gone.''*'^ 
One has no difficulty to sense her firm attitude toward Tai O as a living 
community with lots of vitality to observe. Ms Wong also believed that culture of 
specific community created by specific people should be preserved and exhibited 
within that community instead of relocating somewhere else, because the connection 
between exhibited object and the community it belonged was broken with this 
replacement. Her idea of exhibiting a living community could be revealed by 
arrangement of the exhibition and integration between daily life and museum. 
Her philosophy of starting from daily life can be rellected by her concentrating 
on the integration between daily life and museum, i.e. the unique arrangement of 
space in the Workshop. The previous use of the Workshop was a store, Ms. Wong 
maintains the original decoration of the house even it does not match exhibition in the 




呢個成個社！^……我地亦都需要呢個區既居民…有佢II旣文化• • • 
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Workshop, such as Shanghai beach painting and spirit tablet of earth god on the floor 
which are located in the central of the Workshop. And the old lady who lives in the 
upper floor still uses the backyard as kitchen and dining place. As Ms. Wong told me, 
the use of backyard as kitchen and preservation of decoration are after her 
consideration. In her words: 
...I prefer kitchen space here, because of brightness, and the characteristic is that 
grandma lives here, cooks here, when visitors walks around, they have their 
visiting and grandma is cooking. So. . . i t 's so life the whole space.. . 
. . .even for the (spirit tablet of) earth god, grandma said she could move this out 
if I wished, then I said ‘110, it's something in your daily life, it has been here for a 
long t ime. . .so we painted the door into red and let it be, just as at home. ' 
Ms. Wong's belief in the close relationship between objects in museum and 
community manifests clearly in the arrangement of the exhibition. She and her 
husband always pick up things in different places in Tai O to decorate and enrich the 
Workshop, or even, become objects exhibited there. For instance, they pick up flower 








mud beach and all these objects are placed in the Workshop beside objects.'46 it 
contains an important message that objects are not dead but have lives and can 
represent the lives of Tai O culture too. Visitors can smell this vitality by visiting the 
Workshop. 
Ms. Wong's Workshop shares the core values of living community with one of 
the three core principles in ecomuseum. The mission of ecomuseum is to exhibit the 
daily live of community. Ecomuseum treasures past objects because they are useful 
for the community at present and for the future. Same as the arrangement of the 
objects in the Workshop, everything can be objects once they have community value 
or can help to construct the identity pattern, rather than collect it for its own sake. 
Moreover, Ms. Wong refused to donate objects to museums shows that it is the 
presence of community that makes object meaningful. So she highly emphasizes the 
tight correlation between object and its community. It means once object is relocated 
somewhere else, its linkage to community is lost, so as the value. It is exactly the 
meaning of in-situ interpretation that is one of the key features of ecomuseum. To 
most curators in ecomuseiims, objects only become meaningtul when they are located 
in-situ, in the historical place. So it is important to locate ecomuseum in-situ. 
Picture 28: 'seeds' 
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4.4 Reasons for the success of the Workshop 
Indeed, the Workshop can be viewed as certain cult among the groups of people 
and scholars interested in Hong Kong culture and in cultural industry, particularly in 
university level, among students and cultural workers. 1 argue that the popularity of 
Tai O is due the discontents with the modernist museums among intellectuals in Hong 
Kong, such as the MH, and the Tai O Cultural Workshop is the only alternative in 
Hong Kong which demonstrates some characteristics related to post-museum and 
ecomuseum that challenge the interpretation in modernist museums. The Workshop 
can be understood in the context of post-museum and ecomuseum because it appears 
to share the ideals of post-museum and ecomuseum and fulfill some criteria for 
concepts alter having a detailed analysis. People are tired to the old-fashioned 
presentation skills and the gender bias in the MH is a good example. 
As Davis has asserted in the conclusion in his book, ‘Ecomuseum,, that 'this 
appears to have happened without using either the terminology or the underlying 
theoretical and philosophical base that has been such a feature of ecomuseums in 
France'. Essentially, whether the Workshop is post-museum and ecomuseum iinder 
varied definitions is not my concern. The important things to me are two issues: first, 
the representation of women in the Workshop are constructive to make museum a 
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better place in sense of gender; and second it demonstrates the idea of the Workshop, 
its popularity to local and foreign visitors and the appreciation and recommendation 
by students and scholars in Hong Kong academia are not without reasons. Rather, 
through the lens of post-museum and ecomuseum, this recent phenomenon easing. It 
shows a discontent with the objective, male-defined and grand narrative- preferred 
approach; and the passive one-way learning methods without personal interaction 
practiced in museums in Hong Kong. And it can be comprehended in the context and 
the worldly trend of post-museum and ecomuseum. The Workshop demonstrates an 
alternative way to exhibit the ethnic culture in Tai O which is nurtured by a lively 
community, and structure the flow of exhibition around the personal histories and 
emotions of ordinary Tai O residents. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion 
5.1 Comparison between the MH and the Workshop 
I have demonstrated that the Workshop is a mixture of post-museum and 
ecomuseum because the Workshop shares the core concerns and characteristics of 
post-museum and ecomuseum. So the ways of representation are significantly 
different from that of the MH. The ways of presentations in the Workshop to a great 
extent can voice out women's experiences and emotions that is not found in the MH. 
So in the following, I would like to compare the differences between the Workshop 
and the MH in order to evaluate how women are represented differently under 
different curatorial approach and ways of objects interpretation with the hope to make 
museum a better place in the sense of gender. Finally, limitation of the Workshop 
would also be discussed. 
One of the biggest differences between the HKS and the Workshop is the 
interpretation of ethnic culture. Tai O, certainly one of the famous places preserving 
folk cultures in Hoiig Kong. Contrariwise the HKS, Ms. Wong has her unique insight 
on how the folk culture in Tai O survives in Hong Kong today and also the 
transforming of Tai O in times. Unlike the notion of 'ethnic culture is a static and 
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bygone culture that is symbolized by women' in gallery 4, the ethnic culture presented 
in the Workshop is a living culture, emphasizing on the vitalization of community in 
Tai O. Tai O culture presented in the Workshop is not static in nature, but rather, is 
transformed and closely related to the evolution of Hong Kong society. 
Secondly, the difference between the HKS and the Workshop is the ways of 
handling and interpreting objects. Unlike the objects in the Workshop, every object in 
the MH only becomes part of the whole picture of Hong Kong history, but the 
personal history of object is omitted. In other words, women histories as the 'small 
histories' are unavoidably sacrificed in face of the patriarchal grand narrative. Two 
problems arose from this ignorance: First, the technical problem, without paying 
attention to and investigating the personal history of object, mismatching object and 
context is easy to take place. And this problem engendered to the second problem: 
'small history’ is sacrificed in face of the oppression of big history. Since grand 
narrative is always favored by the big history, so minorities like women, coloured 
races and working class are always marginalized. 
According to museologists, to name a few, Mieke Bal and Carol Duncan, the 
museums today still cannot get rid of the disciplinary model which are known as 
Foucaiildian modern and one of the features is that objects are untied from their 
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unique historical contexts and fetishized. The problem of this feature is the 
ignorance of objects' subjectivity. It leaves the histories of the owners and his/her 
families behind, and undermines the representation of the marginalized groups, like 
histories and images of women. With regard to women's representation, mismatching 
hides the meaning of object behind and eventually undermines the representation of 
the personal histories of woman individually and collectively in the whole exhibition. 
A vivid example that I heard from an online program accidentally can illustrate 
this mismatching and how 'small histories' are suppressed by this. Mr. Chan Wen Hoi, 
one of the online anchormen in Hong Kong, he mentioned in his program that he had 
donated dozen of objects, both antique and artifacts, to the MH. One day, he and his 
family visited a small thematic exhibition about public housing policies and 
development in Hong Kong in the MHi48, he pointed at the period room in the style of 
public housing flat in 60s and recognized the furniture and decorative objects, i.e. the 
wooden cupboard, teapot and flower-print pillow blanket, were the donations of him. 
The problem is the design and objects in that period room was the design for the 
147 Janet Marstine, New museum theory and practice - cm in/roduc/ion.lG. The 
original text is put in the imperialist context on how the subjectivity of artifacts from 
non-western cultures are not recognized and cut off from the context and are exhibited under the 
western context. Since the focus of the argument is about how the dominant power, the curators, place 
the artifacts in exhibitions without consider the histories behind artifacts and the subjectivity of the 
artifacts. So it can also be used to explain how the ignorance ofar t i fact ' s subjectivity undermines the 
representation of women histories and images. 
''"'Mr. Weil Hoi did not recall the title of the exhibition, but according to my research, this thematic 
exhibition should be 'Memories of Home - 50 Years of Public Housing in Hong Kong' in Thematic 
Galleries I and 2, organized by HM instead of MH which is mentioned by Mi.. Wen Hoi from 2/6/2004 
to 1 1/10/2004. Actually, objects interlending are not unusual between HM and MH. 
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servant room in his family instead of public housing flat in 60s. He also recognized 
people in the photos on the wall were his father, their relatives and f r i e n d s . T h i n g s 
become so eerie that the furniture in the servant room became the furniture in the flat 
represented the common design of public housing in 60s; his father, a master with 
middle class background turned into the lower class living in public housing flat. It 
shows that unawareiiess of the personal histories behind objects led to the 
mismatching. 
Being different from the object-centered approach taken by curators in the MH, 
Ms. Wong encourages and listens to the personal histories of woman donors and the 
significance of the objects to her. With detailed understanding on background of each 
object, Ms. Wong can not only avoid the mistake of mismatching made in the MH, 
but also voice different personal histories out through text panels and her oral 
presentation. 
Indeed, Ms. Wong's practice is similar to the practice of oral history. From Ms. 
Wong's positive example, curators have to pay more attention on the 'small histories' 
of objects instead of sacrificing these in face of the grand narrative. As post-museum 
scholars has asserted, oral history, like anecdote, yarn, is a good way to understand the 
past of objects individually and these individual 'small histories' together can help to 
Yiin Hai, Episode 25: Mysterious Fu Zhou (Part 1) Section 2 : The Hong Kong Museum of History, 
Sina, 1 6 / 0 3 / 2 0 0 6 .(雲海，第2 5集：神秘福州(上）第2節：香港歷史博物館’談談靈說說怪’新 
浪網，16/03/2006) ： http://tv.sina.com.hk/cgi-bin/nvv/show.cgi?id=6t324af413t2fdec. 
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from the histories collectively. Women history as one of the 'small histories' can also 
be benefited from this and the voice of their past can be heard. 
The Workshop demonstrates the alternative way to exhibit ethnic culture in Tai 
O which is nurtured by a lively community; and personal histories and emotions of 
ordinary Tai O residents are used as the main flow of exhibition. It contracts greatly 
with the static, objective and male-defined 'pre-history' ethnic culture presented in the 
HKS in the MH. 
5.2 Limitation of the Workshop 
Although I have used the Workshop as an example with originality and 
contemplative potential that can inspire the practice of mainstream museums in Hong 
Kong to ‘think out of the box', it does not mean that the Workshop is a perfect 
museum with nothing to improve. Rather, the shortcomings of the Workshop can be 
found easily in the eyes of curators with their professional sense. If we judge this in 
the standard of history museums, the historical significance is not the primary concern 
in the Workshop so most objects and photos are quite disorganized and did not 
followed the chronological order. 
Many objects and photos are not situated in chronological order, for instance, 
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photos from 60s mixed with those from 70s are not unusual in the Workshop. 
Moreover, Ms. Wong just roughly classifies the historical photos into 5 titles, without 
close correlation with each other. One time, she collected new photos about the 
natural environment to exhibit, she just randomly decided which 2 columns of photos 
should be cut off and which 3 should remain. It shows that Ms. Wong did not have a 
clear, complete picture of the exhibition and interrelationship between the objects and 
the photos that how each part of the pictures may influence the other parts. 
(asking about the ordering of pictures, is it in chronological order?) 
No, no special meaning, they are all being displayed freely 丨‘、(） 
This practice applies to the whole exhibition, both the pictures and the objects. 
Objects with different natures, materials or even historical meanings are mixed and 
placed together by her aesthetic judgment rather than the socio-historical links 
between objects. 
5.3 The positive role of laymen to change curatorial practices 
The above critique on unprofessional ways of handling and presenting objects 
無架’無意思架，隨便擺架咋。......係呀，暗個(位暗肩我排_丨時候litt樣排之嘛一路 
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in Workshop is in terms of criteria for history museums. However, Ms. Wong never 
posits the Workshop as a history museum. Indeed, it is also the uniqueness of the 
Workshop; it breaks the strict boundaries between different categories of museums. 
Normally, as noted in chapter 2, museums are divided into four categories, science, art, 
anthropology and history. Every discipline has its own curatorial practice to follow. 
The Workshop does not belong to any category so it cannot be defined or judge by 
criteria of these categories. We may understand the Workshop as a small community, 
mixed with nature, history, cultural and anthropology within. Rather than making it in 
a chronological order and organized way to tell a complete and unified story like the 
HKS does, Ms. Wong chooses to display it with loose structure in order to present the 
different facets of Tai O and the personal stories behind. 
Moreover. Ms. Wong's originality and innovative potential lies in her role of 
laymen in this profession. Ms. Wong, as a Form 3 graduated housewife, has little 
working experience. Needless to say, she does not have any experience running a 
museum. It means that she had no idea about how to run a museum before founding 
this Workshop. As many other museologists, such as Sandal and Hudson, argues that 
non-professional staff or volunteers, so-called laymen in compare of the curators with 
professional training, can inspire new thinking which is not bound by the rigid 
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museum-way of thoughts shared by most curators.'""'' Some progressive museums 
also make use of the involvement of people without museum-related professional 
training to ‘think out of the box'. A notable example is the Women's Museum in 
Aarhiis, Denmark. Curators from this museum made use of their large non-elitist staff 
and volunteers to confront the dominant, objective and grand positions of museums 
by their personal, subjective and small-histories position.''^" 
To conclude, with the hard work of Ms. Wong, the Tai O Cultural Workshop is a 
remarkably successful alternative. The Workshop provides insights for museums like 
the MH to revise and even suggest a possible way for them to think out of the box, 
especially in the way of representing women, not only images but also their common 
and unique histories. However, the deficiencies of the Workshop should not be 
overlooked. We have no difficulties in finding some weaknesses that supposed not to 
be found in museums. So I also noted some of these shortcomings of the Workshop in 
this chapter. However, as a Chinese proverb says, ‘blemishes do not detract from 
man's greatness', so the blemishes of the Workshop also do not detract from its 
uniqueness, originality and contemplative potential towards the MH. 
5.4 In what ways can HKS learn from the Workshop? 
151 For Sandal: Sandal, Mmeimi 171,172-4. 
Fro Hudson: K. Hudson, 'Letter from Aaarhus', Museum Journal 91 (6): 18. 
1)2 Porter, The representation of gamier in British history miiseitms,j%\-2. 
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Some may point out that the construction of Workshop depends heavily on Ms. 
Wong's personal aesthetic, making it difficult for mainstream museums to follow its 
success. It is true that the Workshop is greatly dependent on Ms. Wong's own 
aesthetic judgment. However, what mainstream museums can learn from this 
‘one-person museum' is not Ms. Wong's aesthetic judgment, but her ability to think 
out of the boundary of modernism that has shaped mainstream museums for years, 
particularly: gender dualism and object-centered approach. Ms. Wong does not attach 
importance to grand narrative at the cost of 'small histories，； she values not only the 
individual object as part of the whole but also the personal history of any particular 
object. She tries to show both masculine and feminine values instead of inclining 
toward one side. HKS emphasizes on the Lantern Lighting Ceremony of Punti to 
show the patriarchism, the texts written about the family history of hair bodkin in the 
Workshop, it actually narrates the maternal linkage over generations in this patriarchal 
society. Again, lacking the presence of wedding laments, the object-centered 
exhibition of the Punti wedding ceremony simply presents the groonrs perspectives. 
On the contrary, Ms. Wong realizes the constraint of objects; she becomes a guide to 
enrich visitors, knowledge by telling the hidden personal histories of objects. 
Similar practices can be found in mainstream museums in HK. Acoustiguides, 
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the technological advanced version of the role of guide in the Workshop can be found 
in the Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defense. With the video headsets in form of 
telephone stand, visitors pick up the phone on the setting and listen to the interviews 
of prisoners-of-war, veterans and civilians about life under the Japanese 
occupation. I�3 Through personal accounts of survivors with diverse backgrounds and 
positions at that time, visitors can not only have a better understanding of people's 
hard lives in the wartime, but sense with the emotions and experiences of the 
survivors. I was very touched by a woman's account of her heartbreaking feelings 
while losing her son at the hands of a Japanese soldier. This emotion interaction can 
only be expressed by human stories that link the minds between visitors and narrators 
together. 
The above examples indicates that the natures of HM and the Workshop may be 
different, HM can also benefit from such new practices with the help of technology 
that is widely used in other mainstream museums and even HM itself to other 
purposes. Without limiting to traditional modernist thinking: gender dualism and 
object-centered approach, the triumph of the Workshop opens up a new possibility. To 
some extent, its approach resonate with two new concepts of museum studies-
post-museum and ecomuseum—even though it does not directly engage these ideas. 
' " 'Gal le ry 9: The Japanese Occupation (1941-1945)’’ Hong Kong Museum of Coastal Defense, 
http://w\vwJcsd.uovJik/CE/Miiseiini/Coa$tal/en/section3-l-09.plip (accessed December 12,2006) 
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In view of such alternate practices, it is time for curators of mainstream museums to 
re-evaluate their established approach and carefully consider the future development 
of museums in Hong Kong. 
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01: 04-Hoklo-dragon-boat dance 
• 











07: 06-non-chinese entertainment2 
j U j p p i i , i i i i " H I 1 
08: 06-Entertainment for non-Chinese population 1 
^ “ 
I L 非華裔居民的娛樂消遣 i I 
H：- r Entertainment for the • | 
B i Non-Chinese Population j • 
I 創辦於1M6年的香港畲’自始便只招恃上層社會的败洲人 the outset, tht Hong Kong Club, foundca in 1846. was the 
j 七’ 於i|女和并歐tt 人士一祖於門夕卜•後來亦将其他的 cxdusivc domain of uppcr*cbssnuropMm« Women and non-Europ«m ！ ^ ^ B 
\ 雖胄供供會体霞成i ,分別為會tt描供木球、赛艇、來描射 were CXC丨micd. Other clubs, providing members with »udi activirira 
‘ 擊，离爾夫球、曲描球、草地浪球‘*球和赛稱等拔嫩’深 « cricket, yachting, ritle shooting. golC lK»ckey. lawn bowb. n i咖 and 
受本IftiOKS 人士所喜愛• 01846年起 » 本浓树年•均在快活谷 hontucing. were opened in later yun. A丨丨丨hcK ipurts mtv enjoyed ^ ^ ^ 
pC.-： I 擎 行 一 次 赛 ’ ftft受各晰M人士歡迎的杜交银啦 * mainly by the European inhabitants of the Colony. From 1846 the I | 
HjL'jy；' annual racc meeting took place at Happy Valley, and these event* were j ‘ | 
a popular social event fot all classes. ] 
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09: 04-Thw way of life of Hakka people 
• I P ^ ' ' ' 客家人的生活 
H ^ P ' Way of Life of the Hakka People � 
mm： $家先民ffi居於黃河以北中原地賊 
,Ml 莱胀史 h 趣次人口大{fi The Hakka people CAmc originaU/ from north of the Yelow RKw^^l 
ft ,乃廣泛分佈於难阐地K ‘淸代成照 11-�-平(1684)以後，紛 of migratiom brought them to the southern Chinee 
m t ^ 紛由福建•江西和K朿的來江、北江及韓江流域移居井港’由於 JUngxi^md Guangdong. The Hakka began lo settle ioHoi^(^M^H 
I K ^ 入9時m較映.所以R能在崎贫稱的山區立付。客家人以務艘 onward». but by this time, the fettilc pl,im had alitor be«« ^ m J I H 
雄生’他們生活棋家.刘苦耐勞。用女皆你著簡的蓝色成揪色 Punti, and the H.lkka had to settle on poorer l>nd mhiU^tn^i^^H 
m i "衫tr’，嫌女除ft责日常家務外，祖下田勞動，肤丨丨丨丨時诏協助判 Hong Kong's Hakb people were predominantly farmcn wholi^^H 
播磚、打餚及染布敝衫。客家人的批飲敌简.平-请淡’迎(^‘節 their traditional clothing, a bl.ick or Uue loose-fining； 
• K；'：慶’則會做茶棵赏節 . work clothn known ushaiifi,(literally "shirt and [rousm"> tm^it^^^H 
• women alike. Triditiorully; Hakka women took care of daily boutd^ l^ m^ P^ 
, as wel a worked in the (leld When they were not £utmng. thqrj^ ifijH^H 
mifiy^^ bricks, uilored clotiiing, dyed clo^  and did handicriit wotlc. 
MRJ^ cooking u plain and timplc. but the Hakka iwttc futmn 
Lj^ 一 M 
Ifc-:...: 漏 
10: 04-Hakka women at work 
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11 ： 04-Hakka women at work2 
12： 06-location of Chinese elite house 
mm 
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13: 04-Punti-marriage 1 
14: 06-location of social problems3 
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15: 06-location of social problems 1 
16: 06-location of social problems2 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B p c 香港的社會問題 ‘ / ^ H l H ^ H 
收買"妹仔’•常奴神恐巾M阁•ff 的 Th« purchwe ? 
«俗•十九世紀未’资“昧仔”的 dom«tic»fvmjathKlbngbe«fuiccognizrd 
悄況加劇，人U販子從雄南地稱收W Chinwc problem , 
^^^^^^^^^mUmH 成拥舟年輕女子.炸後在本港此讲或 丨n the i;»cI9th century and brought aisoedit ' 
^ ^ ^ B B ^ ^ ^ H B B B B f f 轉理海外，射拟难人聲^^ ,雄赞常時 � the Chmcsc %inc< an incira$ing sitcom of ； 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m p m n n i i i . •有保兑助-斯保護摊孺的嵌 bougHt丨丨jm^ni^^m^i 
, M •通止扮俄少女，衍迫頓勾常湘到 k彳d丨U冲edtoH加gKongandth职扣丨d ： ’：丨 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
- 年才彼定為不合法。•些年将 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 女 f 接至被迫良抽奶• 印的妓赛多 iimiMitions such « the PO Leung Kuk were ' 
集中在水坑P—俯‘後來lU暹往石tifi 10 women � ^ J H U H P H m ^ l ^ ^ 
RH -政府也教試w以發味制耽防止性 the sale wa. .^ 
病蓰延，粒眼制奶榮，可俄成效 declared iUtgil until 1929. W g i r U w c i t 
不大 • btcomc ^ m H H ^ g ^ H m i m ^ ^ m 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I ^ H R m B Brothels in the 崎 yun were 
^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ S H H I II : It^VAl MtiXMEM G Point Utrr . "^^^^^SBSj^^^M 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m U m P H H ^ f l ' j ! ； / ； ^ I ^ Q ^ m g j j Q ^ J f ^ ^ ^ U I TongTisui. The Government to ‘ 
control and icmilie*. Uid j H l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ H 
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17: W-workshop 
^ B ： 
• B I H P P ^ ^ H B H H H H H B I ™ ^ 
18: W-spirit tablet of earth god 
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19: W-natural environment 
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20: W-living 
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